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This document is in response to KTA-Tator’s Petition for Correction [Attachment-1] of the CSB’s final 

investigation report of the Xcel Energy hydroelectric plant penstock fire.   

The CSB finds it interesting that a company that received no recommendations for safety improvement, 

nor was included in any key finding or root/contributing cause in the report, would raise issues of factual 

inaccuracies. The petitioner, in fact, was only mentioned by name in the report on 21 of 180 pages 

[Attachment-2]. However, the CSB has responded to the main concerns expressed within the petition. 

Each issue identified in the petition is addressed in the order it was raised within the document, by 

petition subheading. CSB response is in bold. 

 

I. Pertinent Factual Background 

The CSB’s description of KTA’s role in the penstock project (section 3.2 of CSB’s report) accurately 

reflects the information provided by KTA in this section of its petition. Therefore, it is unclear what, if 

any, issues KTA is raising in this section that it feels the report did not address correctly. 

II. Facts Pertaining to the Scope of KTA’s Role on the Project 

KTA raises the issue that the company provided quality assurance, not quality control (as is referenced in 

section 3.2 of the CSB report).  

Multiple evidentiary records, including KTA-Tator Daily Inspection reports, state that “quality control” 

activities were being conducted by KTA personnel of the penstock and that copies of the inspection 

reports were submitted to the “client” (i.e. Xcel Energy) [see Attachment-3]. Additionally, the Xcel 

Project Manager of the penstock reline project and the Xcel Site Manager of Cabin Creek identified 

KTA’s work in the penstock as “quality control” in their interviews with the CSB. 

KTA states that it was not delegated by Xcel the responsibility of providing rules for worksite safety or 

for governing the safety practices of the general contractor [RPI]. It quotes the Safety Addendum added 

to RPI’s contract to assert that safety responsibility lied solely with RPI and Xcel. 

Nowhere in the report does CSB suggest that the Safety Addendum added to RPI’s contract by Xcel 

was directed at KTA’s employees working on the penstock project, as implied by KTA (p.2, paragraph 

4).  However, the penstock work proposal submitted to Xcel by KTA, “Proposal PN050890 - Coating 

Assessment and Engineering Services for Penstock Re-Lining,” states that KTA will, as part of Phase 1 

of the project, “prepare a comprehensive technical specification for all required coatings work” and 

that the specification will include, among other items, “safety and health requirements” [see 

Attachment-4, p.3]. As part of Phase 2, KTA will “identify additional safety and environmental 

concerns” during a pre-bid walk-through with bidders for the penstock recoating work, and the 

information collected during this walk-through will be “published to the contractors and will 
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supplement the specifications.” [Attachment-4, p.3] Thus, KTA’s contract with Xcel for the penstock 

project did, indeed, have safety components. 

KTA states that it had not conducted any quality assurance observations relative to coatings application 

prior to leaving the penstock at 1:10 pm on the date of the accident.  

KTA coatings specialist, John Carver Jr., identified on a KTA Daily Painting Inspection Report for 

October 2, 2007 (the day of the incident) the degree of cleanliness and the surface profile of the 

penstock interior to which the epoxy coating was to be applied that day [see previously referenced 

Attachment-3].  

III. The CSB’s Conclusion Regarding the Applicability of 29 CFR 1910.146 

KTA states that KTA never ‘recognized’ the Cabin Creek penstock as a permit-required confined space, 

but that KTA merely indicated the penstock was such a space on its Pre-Job Hazard Assessment “in order 

to take the most conservative approach with regard to the work to be performed” and that “KTA 

included the [permit-required confined space standard] in the project specification to become a 

contractual obligation of the contractor hired to perform the work.” (p.3, paragraph 3) 

The fact that KTA indicated on its Pre-Job Hazard Assessment documentation that the penstock was a 

permit-required confined space speaks for itself and demonstrates a recognition of the hazard or the 

potential for the hazard. 

KTA states that CSB’s analysis of “Applicable OSHA Confined Space Standards” is flawed because the 

worK conducted in the penstock was ‘construction,’ which is excluded from 1910. KTA states that CSB 

should have directed its recommendation to OSHA to issue a comprehensive standard for construction 

confined spaces, which has been on OSHA’s regulatory agenda “for years”. (p. 3-4) 

As part of its investigation of the Xcel Cabin Creek penstock fire, the CSB concluded that the general 

industry standard (1910), not the construction standard (1926), applies to the penstock relining 

project. We explain our interpretation as follows in Appendix H of the CSB report: “Although the 

contractor (RPI) was using construction practices (e.g., sandblasting and coating) to physically change 

the power plant, the penstock was existing equipment (constructed in 1967) that was being 

refurbished by removing the old coating and applying new. Consequently, this work activity is 

classified as maintenance rather than new construction and falls under the OSHA general industry 

standards.” (p.175). Work is classified by the totality of the task, not the individual specific activities 

that make up the task. OSHA agreed with the CSB interpretation, citing Xcel, RPI, and KTA Tator under 

1910, not 1926. Additionally, the services agreement under which Xcel and RPI signed for the 

penstock relining project was a “Maintenance, Repair, and Operations Services Agreement” (emphasis 

added by CSB). 

IV. Material Facts Pertaining to KTA’s Internal Pre-Job Hazard Assessment Form 
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KTA states that the pre-job hazard assessment [PJHA] form is an “internal-only KTA form that is 

completed by the on-site coatings inspector and forwarded to KTA’s project manager only. The PJHA 

was never provided to RPI or Xcel. (emphasis in original, p.5, paragraph 1) 

The CSB has testimony and communications indicating that there were safety discussions between 

Xcel, RPI, and KTA on a number of topics that included issues raised in the pre-job hazard assessment. 

Moreover, the “Surface Preparation and Relining of Cabin Creek Interior Penstock,” document 

developed by KTA and submitted to Xcel for the penstock relining project, recognizes that thinners 

and solvents would be stored on site and used in the reline project, that solvents and thinners must 

be stored in appropriate containers, that MSDSs must be maintained for all materials, and that proper 

ventilation must be utilized in the work area to prevent injury to the workers and the accumulation of 

volatile gases. That same document goes on to state that personnel must be equipped with the 

appropriate clothing, including non-sparking soled shoes, and that contractors must provide 

explosion-proof lighting, fans, pumps, sprayers, flashlights, etc., in all painting and curing areas.  

Additionally, all companies that have employees entering a permit required confined space to 

perform work are required to inform the host employer (Xcel) of any hazards. Therefore, the CSB is 

surprised to learn that it is KTA’s position that it did not share its assessment of the hazards as 

required by OSHA’s general industry standard, Permit Required Confined Spaces Rule 

[1910.146(c)9(III)]. 

KTA states that the PJHA is a communication tool “so that KTA is aware of the hazards our employees 

are exposed to”… “for the inspector’s own personal health and safety,” and that KTA is not under “any 

obligation to share this report with the other contractors or their employees.” 

The CSB finds it alarming that KTA would recognize hazards within the workplace but would not 

ensure that all individuals entering the hazardous space are aware of those hazards and are taking 

precautions to avoid injury or incidents. Be that as it may, the penstock work proposal submitted to 

Xcel by KTA, “Proposal PN050890 - Coating Assessment and Engineering Services for Penstock Re-

Lining,” states that KTA will, as part of Phase 1 of the project, “prepare a comprehensive technical 

specification for all required coatings work” and that the specification will include, among other 

items, “safety and health requirements” [see previously referenced Attachment-4, p.3]. As part of 

Phase 2, KTA will “identify additional safety and environmental concerns” during a pre-bid walk-

through with bidders for the penstock recoating work, and the information collected during this walk-

through will be “published to the contractors and will supplement the specifications” [Attachment-4, 

p.3]. Thus, KTA’s contract with Xcel for the penstock project did, indeed, have safety components. 

KTA states that the inspector’s checking off of the box next to “use of solvents, paints, abrasives, etc.” 

indicates only that he recognized the need for eye protection, not that solvents were to be used in the 

space. Further, KTA states that the inspector noted the need for eye protection for the abrasive blasting 

portion of the work, not the coating (solvent-using) portion, which had not started when the PJHA was 

conducted.  (p.5, paragraph 4) 
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 KTA was aware that after blasting, coating would begin (as KTA was the responsible party for 

inspecting the coating work). It is not persuasive that KTA only checked off on the box on the use of 

solvents to indicate the need for eye protection, as referenced in detail above. KTA Tator itself 

developed the  “Surface Preparation and Relining of Cabin Creek Interior Penstock,” warning against 

the hazard of the accumulation of volatile gases and the need for adequate ventilation. 

 KTA states that when the inspector indicated that the space was a permit-required confined space, that 

the inspector was required to take actions “in accordance with the controlling employer’s entry 

procedures,” with the controlling employer not being KTA. The company states that KTA was under “no 

obligation (regulatory or contractual) to develop said procedures. Our inspector’s obligation was to be 

aware of and conform to the controlling employer’s entry procedures.” 

While the host company (or controlling employer) has the responsibility of developing permit-

required confined space entry procedures, all companies that have employees entering the confined 

space are required to ensure that those procedures are in place to protect their employees. The CSB is 

very concerned that KTA would allow its employees to enter a permit-required confined space even if 

the “controlling employer” did not take the steps necessary to ensure the KTA employee’s safety. Be 

that as it may, the CSB stated on page 32 of its report that “Despite these [permit required confined 

space] requirements, entry procedures were not developed…”; the CSB did not indicate that KTA was 

the primary party responsible for the development of such procedures.  

V. Material Facts Pertaining to KTA’s Internal Task Summary Coating Observation Hold Points 

Form 

KTA states that the “Task Summary Coating Observation Hold Points” form is an internal-only KTA form.  

The CSB report does not assert that a copy of the “Task Summary Coating Observation Hold Points” 

document was provided to Xcel or any other party involved in the Cabin Creek relining project.  

KTA states that within the Hold Points form in both the Coating Materials, Mixing and Pre-Application 

section and the Coating Material Requirements section, that the coating inspector “identified ‘None’ 

with respect to whether ‘Thinning’ was allowed.” (p.6, paragraph 3)  

The Hold Points form indicates that thinner is to be used, as the inspector checked off the Points 

specifically referencing thinner in the Coating Materials, Mixing and Pre-Application section as 

applicable, and it references the thinner type by its product data sheet (PDS). The form does not 

indicate “none” in relationship to thinner amount, but rather, in the column that “none” appears is 

the Test Method column for the Thinner Amount line item [see Attachment-5]. 

KTA states that the Hold Points form is not an “inspection” document and is completed “solely upon a 

review of the written project technical specifications.” 
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The Hold Points document that KTA references states verbatim “Hold Points Inspection” and then lists 

a number of items that were inspected and noted on by the KTA inspector [see Attachment-5]. 

VI. Material Facts Pertaining to KTA’s Pre-Construction Activities 

KTA states that “KTA”s input was expressly limited to issues relating to technical aspects related to 

surface preparation and coatings application, not the means and methods of construction, and 

specifically not health and safety.” (p.7, paragraph 3) 

As stated previously, the penstock work proposal submitted to Xcel by KTA, “Proposal PN050890 - 

Coating Assessment and Engineering Services for Penstock Re-Lining,” states that KTA will, as part of 

Phase 1 of the project, “prepare a comprehensive technical specification for all required coatings 

work” and that the specification will include, among other items, “safety and health requirements” 

[Attachment-4, p.3]. As part of Phase 2, KTA will “identify additional safety and environmental 

concerns” during a pre-bid walk-through with bidders for the penstock recoating work, and the 

information collected during this walk-through will be “published to the contractors and will 

supplement the specifications” [Attachment-4, p.3]. Thus, KTA’s contract with Xcel for the penstock 

project did, indeed, have safety components. 

VII. Material Facts Pertaining to KTA’s Knowledge Regarding RPI’s Decision to Use MEK 

KTA states that it did not prepare the “Surface Preparation and Repainting of Interior of the Cabin Creek 

Penstock” document referenced in the CSB report, section 6.5.1.1; the company states that it “is not 

familiar with the document title identified by the CSB.” (p.8, paragraph 1) 

The CSB has an email transmission of the document entitled “Surface Preparation and Repainting of 

Interior of the Cabin Creek Penstock” from KTA Senior Consultant, Ray Tombaugh, to Xcel personnel, 

dated March 7 and 12, 2007 [see Attachment-6]. Mr. Tombaugh states that the document was 

prepared by KTA for Xcel. 

KTA states that the coating specification was prepared months prior to the actual construction project 

and could in no way be used to demonstrate “some clairvoyant knowledge that MEK would be used.” (p. 

8, paragraph 20 

KTA’s involvement in the penstock project extended from the time its professional services agreement 

contract was signed on January 12, 2007 until the date of the incident, October 2, 2007. While the 

specifications may have been developed prior to award of the coating contract to RPI, KTA’s contract 

stipulated that, as part of Phase 2, KTA will “identify additional safety and environmental concerns” 

during a pre-bid walk-through with bidders for the penstock recoating work, and the information 

collected during this walk-through will be “published to the contractors and will supplement the 

specifications.” The bidders, as part of the bidding process, provided information on the equipment 

and products they would use to recoat the penstock. This was a missed opportunity to identify the 

hazards associated with using a solvent within the confined space.  
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KTA denies that its Technical Coating Specification states anywhere that solvent would be used in the 

penstock; KTA references Section 3.04.B (titled “Surface Preparation – Solvent Cleaning”) where the 

Specification discusses the use of a degreasing solution and clean water to clean oil or greasy surfaces, if 

any exist within the penstock. The company states that using MEK would have been precluded as MEK is 

an organic solvent that could not be rinsed with water. 

The title alone of the section implies the possibility of solvent use in the cleaning of the penstock 

surface.  

KTA states the KTA prohibited the use of sand as an abrasive for the penstock project, yet the CSB refers 

to “sandblasting” throughout its entire investigative report. 

The CSB typically incorporates industry jargon or phraseology of the workers involved in the incident 

(with definitions where needed), so that when those workers (and their equivalents in the industry) 

read the CSB report, they have a clear understanding of the information we are communicating. 

“Sandblasting” is a phrase utilized by the RPI work crew when they described the activity of removing 

the old liner from the penstock interior; thus, this phrase of “sandblasting” was utilized in the report. 

The same explanation goes for the use of “spray wands”; both “spray wands” and “spray guns” were 

utilized interchangeably by industrial coating workers throughout our investigation. 

VIII. When KTA’s Inspector was On Site 

KTA states that p.133 of the CSB report is inaccurate because the company feels the report alludes to 

entry by KTA personnel between September 11 and 20; KTA states that the inspector did not begin 

working on site until September 21.  

Page 133 of the report is part of Appendix A – Incident Timeline. The CSB lumped the time frame of 

September 11 until October 2 into one space, with the following description: “A number of confined 

space entry permits and air monitoring logs are completed by RPI that indicate that continuous air 

monitoring is required inside the penstock. Logs reveal that KTA-Tator and Xcel employees entered 

the penstock on several occasions to inspect and/or review RPI Coating’s work progress.”  

The CSB is not asserting that KTA was present and entered the penstock each and every day through 

the period of time identified. As is written, the CSB is noting that KTA made entry on multiple 

occasions during this time frame of September 11 until October 2, which is factual and accurate.  
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r*. KTA-TATOR, ;INC. 
161 2 West Olive St., Suite 303, Burbank, CA 91 506 


January 3,2006 


Rich Schnier 
Xcel Energy 
550 15th Street, Suite 1200 
Denver, CO 80202 


Phone: 303-57 1 -741 0 
Fax: 303-57 1-7933 


email: Richard.L.Schnier@xcelenergy.com 


Subject: Proposal PN050890 - Coating ~ssessment and Engineering Services for 
Penstock Re-Lining 


RE: Cabin Creek Penstock 


Dear Mr. Schnier: 


KTA-Tator, Inc. is pleased to submit this proposal to provide coating consulting services 


rFL in support of the above referenced project. I am confident that we can meet all of your 
expectations for quality coating consultillg engineering services. We have included the 
following for your review: 


Discussion 
Scope of Work 


@Project Cost Estimate 
Persor~nel Resume 
Company Background and Capabilities 
Authorization to Proceed Form 


We look forward to working with you and your firm and should you have any questions or 
comments, please feel free to give me a call at 415-564-4397. 1 can also be reached via 
e-mail at rtombau~lh@kta.com. 


Sincerely, 
KTA-Tator, Inc. 


Ray Tombaug h 


.P 
Senior Consultant 


Coatlngs 8 Corrosion Consulting Construction lnspectlon Laboratory Analysis 
Environmental Health 8 Safety 


Corporate Office: 1 15 Technology Drive Pittsburgh, PA 15275 41 2-788-1 300 
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rsl. KTA-TATOR, INC. 
161 2 West Olive St., Suite 303, Burbank, CA 91 506 


DISCUSSION 


KTA-Tator, Inc. provides numerous coating engineering consulting services. The focus of this 
submittal is to describe the specific KTA services that we feel would support Excel Energy in 
completing a quality cost-effective and environmentally compliant relining of the Penstocks at 
Cabin Creek, CO. 


We understand that the current lining has degraded and is not providing the protection 
necessary to prevent corrosion of the pipe. Our proposed program would involve a three phased 
approach, which would be carried-out by a team of engineers and inspectors. 


The first phase of our program would be to prepare a comprehensive technical specification for 
surface preparation and coating application. 


The second phase of the project will include construction management tasks to assist Excel 
Energy throughout the bidding process up until the start of work. 


" The third phase would involve on site inspection during the surface preparation and application 
process. 


The final phase will be the transmittal of a final report. 


Contract administration and coating inspection is highly desirable to protect Excel Energy 
interests during coatings projects such as this. The central element of KTA's approach deals 
with the use of a highly trained team to provide project requirements and to observe the coating 
process on behalf of Excel Energy. Our team will provide a greater degree of confidence that 
the contractor's work will conform to the construction specification, vendor instructions, and good 
industry practice. 


In addition our support staff, with experts in the fields of coatings and linings, industrial hygiene, 
environmental monitoring and waste disposal, are available should coating problems arise. The 
services available through KTA are very broad but have been tailored to meet Excel Energy 
needs. The KTA Scope of Services proposed for the Pawnee Station Circulating Water System 
Pipeline project is as follows. 


Coatings & Corrosion Consulting W Construction Inspection Laboratory Analysis 
Environmental Health & Safety 


Corporate Office: 115 Technology Drive Pittsburgh, PA 15275 412-788-1300 
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SCOPE OF WORK 


PHASE 1 @Technical Coating Specifications 


KTA will prepare a comprehensive technical specification for all required coatings work. A draft 
will be prepared and submitted for review to Excel Energy. Upon completion of the Excel review 
comments will be incorporated. 


The final specification will address the scope of work including surface preparation, materials 
and application. In addition, sections covering applicable standards, contractor qualifications, 
safety and health requirements, quality assurance, testing, and inspection will be included. 


At this time we are not aware whether lead and other toxic metals are present in the existing 
coatings. Should it be deterrnined that lead and other toxic metals are included in the linings 
KTA has the capabilities of preparing an Environmental Specification that would be geared to 
meet the requirements of 29 CFR 1926. The specification would include the technical 
requirements for containment, environmental monitoring, worker protection, soil sampling, and 
waste handling. 


PHASE 2 Construction Support 


e 
During the Contractors' bidding portion of the project, KTA will provide support on an as-needed 
basis. KTA will participate in the pre-bid meeting, answer any technical questions relating to 
the project, review all submitted bids, interview prospective bidders, and recommend the lowest 
qualified responsive bidder, as required. 


During the pre-bid meeting a site walkdown with the bidders and plant personnel will be 
conducted in order to: 


(1) Establish access requirements, 
(2) Receive contractor buy-in of proposed surface preparation methods and coatingllining 


systems, 
(3) ldentify additional safety and environmental concerns, 
(4) Discuss required equipment and environmental controls, and 
(5) Identify any plant activities required to complete the work. 


The information collected during this phase of the work will be published to the contractors and 
will supplement the specification. 


Following award of the construction contract, KTA will assure that the Contractor's work plan, 
procedures and other submittals meet the requirements of the specification. 


KTA-Tator, Inc. Southwest Operations January 3,2006 
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PHASE 3 Inspection Services 


Following acceptance of all submittals, KTA will provide a qualified fully trained and equipped 
Coatings Inspector at the pre-job conference, throughout the progress of the coating work up 
to and including final inspection. Inspections would include the following applicable duties, as 
necessary, utilizing the appropriate calibrated instruments for each. 


1) Pre-Surface Preparation Surfaces to be prepared are inspected to assure that 
grease and oil, sharp edges, and weld spatter are removed. 


2) Protective Coverings Any protective coverings are examined to assure placement 
that will prevent contamination of surfa~es not to be subjected to overblast or 
overspray. 


3) Ambient Conditions Air and surface temperatures, relative humidity, and the 
dewpoint are monitored to assure that the work is done under proper weather 
conditions. 


4) Compressed Air Cleanliness Operations requiring compressed air such as blast 
cleaning, conventional spray application, and air for blow down are checked to assure 
that the air is free of moisture and oil contamination. 


5) Surface Preparation Abrasive and equipment used for surface preparation are 
examined for adequacy to do the work. Proper storage and size of abrasives are 
verified, recycled abrasives are tested for contamination, proper degree of cleaning 
and surface prol'ile are confirmed, and magnetic base readings (MBR) are obtained. 
Areas of insufficient or inadequate cleaning are marked for repair and rework prior to 
the application of coatings. 


6) Coating Mixing The mixing of coatings is observed to assure that all components 
are mixed and agitated, that thinner additions are correct, induction times are followed, 
and that materials are not used when the pot or shelf lives have been exceeded. 


6) Coating Application Application equipment is examined for cleanliness and 
adequacy to do the work. Application techniques are observed to assure proper 
coverage without detrimental runs, sags, pinholes, or other deficiencies. Wet film 
thicknesses (WFT) are also obtained so that corrections to that amount of material can 
be made at the time of application to minimize the amount of rework required after the 
coating has dried. 


7) Dry Film Thickness Dry film thickness (DFT) of each coat is measured to assure 
that it complies with the specification requirements and manufacturers' 
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recommendations. Testing would be performed in accordance the specification 
requirements, andlor SSPC-PA2 and ASTM D l  186-93 "Standard Test Method for 
Nondestructive Measurement of Dry Film Thickness of Nonmagnetic Coatings Applied 
to a Ferrous Base" guidelines. 


8) lntercoat Cleanliness Integrity and cleanliness of each coat is examined prior to 
application of the next. This includes assurance that the surfaces are free from 
oillgrease or other detrimental contamination such as dryspray or overspray. 


9) Recoat Times The time between coats can be critical for certain materials. 'The 
inspector assures that the minimum and maximum times are observed, and that any 
additional preparation is accomplished. - 


qO) Final Inspection The entire coating system is examined until a quality product has 
resulted. Final inspection operations include DFT readings, visual appearance, and 
can include holiday detection. 


The inspector will, as requested, monitor the contractor's arrival and departures from the project 
site. The general progress of the work will be thoroughly documented in KTA Daily lnspection 
Reports that among other things would contain a record of the quality assurance items listed 
above. Daily or weekly submittals can be provided at the discretion of the engineer. 


Supervision and technical support are all considered services supporting the field 
inspectorltechnicians. Should any issues or problems develop, the entire KTA organization is 
on hand for consultation. 


PHASE 4 Final Report 


Upon completion of the project, a formal report will be prepared to accompany the bound 
package of daily reports. This final report will summarize the project with specific emphasis on 
the different facets of each phase. 


SCHEDULE 


As we discussed schedule is critical to the success of this project since coating application is 
scheduled for the fall 2006 outage. As such, we are providing the following accelerated 
schedule: 


PHASE 1 .Technical Coating Specifications 


The specification will be prepared within three weeks after Excel Energy provides an 
authorization to proceed. 


,* 
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PHASE 2 Construction Support 


Phase 2 will be performed on an as needed basis and will support Excel Energy's bidding 
schedule. 


PHASE 3 lnspection Services 


Phase 3 will be performed in accordance with the painting schedule. 


Phase 4 Final Report Generation 


The final report will be submitted within three weeks after the completion of the project. 


SCHEDULE OF FEES 


KTA is proposing the scope detailed in Phases One and Two on a lump sum basis, with the 
scope of work of Phases 3 and 4 on a time and materials basis. Of course only the hours used 
on the project will be billed. All work would be accorr~plished in accordance with KTA-Tator, Inc. 
Standard Terms and Conditions. 


Ilc 
-F- 


PHASE 1 a Coatinq Specification 


Technical Coatings Specifications ............................................ ..$3000.00 
Environmental Specification (If necessary) .................................... $1 500.00 


PHASE 2 Construction Support 


The work will be billed in accordance with the rates identified below. We anticipate that 20 hours 
of Senior Consulting time will be required to complete this phase of the work. 


Hourlv Rates 
Senior Coatings Consultant .................................... $1 75.001hour 


Expenses 
Expenses for Phase 2 will be invoiced at cost and will include one round trip flight, car rentel etc. 
for attending the pre-bid meeting. Expenses are not expected to exceed $650.00. 


TOTAL COST-PHASE 2....... ...................................................................... $41 50.00 


PHASE 3 Inspection Services 


'The total cost of inspection will be based on the length of time required by the contractor to 
complete the work. Proposed costs will be based on an estimated job length of 7 weeks, 
working two, 12-hour shifts. One inspector will be sufficient to perform the necessary quality 
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assurance oversight tasks during both shifts. At the completion of Phase 1 we can provide a 
more accurate estimate of schedule and inspection costs. Nevertheless, the work will be billed 
at the following rate. 


Hourly Rates 
Inspector ............................................................. $60.00/hour 


Note: Overtime hours will be billed at $81.60/hour 


Expenses 
Mobilization/Demobilization Costs and Per Diem will be required to staff this project. 
Mobilization/Demobilization Costs for the lnspector are estimated at $1400.00. Housing and Per 
Diem will be billed at a rate of $125.00 per day. 


TOTAL COST-PHASE 3... ........................................................................ .$49,458.00* 


*Only the inspection time required for the work will be billed. 


Phase 4 Final Report Generation 


Senior Consultant ............... 2 hrs @ $1 75.00lhr ................... $ 350.00 
Administrative Suppo rt... ....... 6 hrs @ $ 39.00lhr ................... $ 234.00 
Supplies .......................................................................... 75.00 


TOTAL COST-PHASE 4... ......................................................................... 659.00 


Mr. Ray Tombaugh, KTA1s West Coast Senior Coatings Consultant, will be responsible for 
Phases 1 and 2 of the proposed scope of work. Mr. Tombaugh has over 20 years of cooling 
water piping, waterbox and tubesheet lininglcladding and penstock experience. He has 
been responsible for numerous power plants coating projects across the country ranging in 
cost from $300,000 to over $1,000,000. 


KTA will provide a NACE-certified Senior Coatings Inspectors, Mr. Urs Matejka, to support 
Phase 3 of the proposed scope of work. 
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AUTHORIZATION TO PROCEED 


Excel Energy hereby authorizes KTA-Tator, Inc. to proceed with the scope of services 
defined in KTA's Proposal Number PN050890 dated January 3,2006 and relating to 
Coating Consulting Engineering Services - Cabin Creek Penstock 


Excel Energy agrees that this work will be performed and payment will be provided for 
such services in accordance with KTA's Terms and Conditions, included as part of the 
aforementioned proposal. 


Signature 


Print Name 


Title 


Date 


Coatings 8 Corrosion Consulting . Construction Inspection Laboratory Analysis 
Environmental Health 8 Safety 


Corporate Office: 1 15 Technology Drive Pittsburgh, PA 15275 412-788-1 300 
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412.788.1300 
412.788.1306 Fax 


l~ttp://www.l~ta.coln 


December 2 1,2006 
Via facsimile: 303.571.7933 


Mr. Rich Schnier 
Xcel Energy 
550 15th Street, Suite 1200 
Denver, CO 80202 


SUBJECT: Proposal PN050890Rl - Coating Assessment and Engineering Services for 
Cabin Creek Penstock Re-Lining, 


Dear Mr. Schnier: 


P 
KTA-Tator, Inc. is pleased to submit this proposal to provide coating consulting services 


in support of the above referenced project. I am confident that we can meet all of your 
expectations for quality coating consulting engineering services. 


We have included the following for your review: 


Discussion 
Scope of Work 
Project Cost Estimate 
Personnel Resume 
Company Background and Capabilities 
Authorization to Proceed Form 


Coatings & Corrosion Consulting Environmental, Health & Safety Laboratory Analysis 
Materials Testing Paint lnspection Steel lnspection 


CORPORATE OFFICE: 11 5 Technology Drive Pittsburgh, PA 15275 412.788.1300 
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DISCUSSION 


KTA-Tator, Inc. provides numerous coating engineering consulting services. The focus 
of this submittal is to describe the specific KTA services that we feel would support Xcel Energy 
in completing a quality cost-effective and environmentally compliant relining of the Penstoclts at 
Cabin Creek, CO. 


We understand that the current lining has degraded and is not providing the protection 
necessary to prevent corrosion of the pipe. Our proposed program would involve a three phased 
approach, which would be carried-out by a team of engineers and inspectors. 


The first phase of our program would be to prepare a comprehensive technical 
specification for surface preparation and coating application. 


The second phase of the project will include construction management taslts to assist 
Xcel Energy throughout the bidding process. up until the start of work. 


The third phase would involve on site inspection during the surface preparation and 
application process. 


The final phase will be the transmittal of a final report. 


.@- 
Contract administration and coating inspection is highly desirable to protect Xcel Energy 


interests during coatings projects such as this. The central element of KTA's approach deals 
with the use of a highly trained team to provide project requirements and to observe the coating 
process on behalf of Xcel Energy. Our team will provide a greater degree of confidence that the 
contractor's work will conform to the construction specification, vendor instructions, and good 
industry practice. 


In addition our support staff, with experts in the fields of coatings and linings, industrial 
hygiene, environmental monitoring and waste disposal, are available should coating problems 
arise. The services available through KTA are very broad but have been tailored to meet Xcel 
Energy needs. The KTA Scope of Services proposed for the Pawnee Station Circulating Water 
System Pipeline project is as follows. 


SCOPE OF WORK 


Phase 1: Technical Coating Specifications 


ICTA will prepare a comprehensive technical specification for all required coatings work. 
A draft will be prepared and submitted for review to Xcel Energy. Upon completion of the Xcel 
review comments will be incorporated. 


The final specification will address the scope of work including surface preparation, * materials and application. In addition, sections covering applicable standards, contractor 
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B"" 
qualifications, safety and health requirements, quality assurance, testing, and inspection will be 
included 


At this time we are not aware whether lead and other toxic metals are present in the 
existing coatings. Should it be determined that lead and other toxic metals are included in the 
linings KTA has the capabilities of preparing an Environmental Specification that would be 
geared to meet the requirements of 29 CFR 1926. The specification would include the technical 
requirements for containment, environmeiltal monitoring, worker protection, soil sampling, and 
waste handling. 


Phase 2: Construction Support 


During the Contractors' bidding portion of the project, KTA will provide support on 
an as-needed basis. KTA will participate in the pre-bid meeting, answer any technical questions 
relating to the project, review all submitted bids, interview prospective bidders, and recommend 
the lowest qualified responsive bidder, as required. 


During the pre-bid meeting a site walk-down with the bidders and plant personnel will be 
conducted in order to: 


(1) Establish access requirements, 
(2) Receive contractor buy-in of proposed surface preparation methods and coatingllining systems, 
(3) ldentify additional safety and environmental concerns, 


P (4) Discuss required equipment and enviromnental controls, and 
( 5 )  Identify any plant activities required to complete the work. 


The information collected during this phase of the work will be published to the 
contractors and will supplement the specification. 


Following award of the construction contract, KTA will assure that the Contractor's work 
plan, procedures and other submittals meet the requirements of the specification. 


Phase 3: Inspection Services 


Following acceptance of all submittals, KTA will provide a qualified fully trained and 
equipped Coatings Inspector at the pre-job conference, throughout the progress of the coating 
work LIP to and including final inspection. Inspections would include the following applicable 
duties, as necessary, utilizing the appropriate calibrated instruments for each. 


1. Pre-Surface Preparation - Surfaces to be prepared are inspected to assure that grease 
and oil, sharp edges, and weld spatter are removed. 


2. Protective Coverings - Any protective coverings are examined to assure placement 
that will prevent contamination of surfaces not to be subjected to overblast or 
overspray. 
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P 3. Ambient Conditions - Air and surface temperatures, relative humidity, and the 
dewpoint are monitored to assure that the work is done under proper weather 
conditions. 


4. Compressed Air Cleanliness - Operations requiring compressed air such as blast 
cleaning, conventional spray application, and air for blow down are checked to assure 
that the air is free of moisture and oil contamination. 


5. Surface Preparation - Abrasive and equipment used for surface preparation are 
examined for adequacy to do the work. Proper storage and size of abrasives are verified, 
recycled abrasives are tested for contamination, proper degree of cleaning and surface 
profile are confirmed, and magnetic base readings (MBR) are obtained. Areas of 
insufficient or inadequate cleaning are marked for repair and rework prior to the 
application of coatings. 


6. Coating Mixing - The mixing of coatings is observed to assure that all components are 
mixed and agitated, that thinner additions are correct, induction times are followed, and 
that materials are not used when the pot or shelf lives have been exceeded. 


7. Coating Application - Application equipment is examined for cleanliness and adequacy 
to do the work. Application techniques are observed to assure proper coverage without 
detrimental runs, sags, pinholes, or other deficiencies. Wet film thicknesses (WFT) are 
also obtained so that corrections to that amount of material can be made at the time of 
application to minimize the amount of rework required after the coating has dried. 


8. Dry Film Thickness - Dry film thickness (DFT) of each coat is measured to assure that 
it complies with the specification requirements and manufacturers' recommendations. 
Testing would be performed in accordance the specification requirements, and/or SSPC- 
PA2 and ASTM D l  186-93 "Standard Test Method for Nondestructive Measurement of 
Dry Film Thickness of Nonmagnetic Coatings Applied to a Ferrous Base" guidelines. 


9. Intercoat Cleanliness - Integrity and cleanliness of each coat is examined prior to 
application of the next. This includes assurance that the surfaces are free from oillgrease 
or other detrimental contamination such as dryspray or overspray. 


10. Recoat Times - The time between coats can be critical for certain materials. The 
inspector assures that the minimum and maximum times are observed, and that 
additional preparation is accomplished. 


11. Final Inspection - The entire coating system is examined until a quality product has 
resulted. Final inspection operations include DFT readings, visual appearance, and can 
include holiday detection. 


The inspector will, as requested, monitor the contractor's arrival and departures from 
the project site. The general progress of the work will be thoroughly documented in KTA Daily 


k" 
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b Inspection Reports that among other things would contain a record of the quality assurance items 
listed above. Daily or weekly submittals can be provided at the discretion of the engineer. 


Supervision and technical support are all considered services supporting the field 
inspector/technicians. Should any issues or problems develop, the entire KTA organization is on 
hand for consultation. 


Phase 4: Final Report 


Upon completion of the project, a formal report will be prepared to accompany the 
bound package of daily reports. This final report will summarize the project with specific 
emphasis on the different facets of each phase. 


SCHEDULE 


As we discussed schedule is critical to the success of this project since coating 
application is scheduled for the fall 2007 outage. As such, we are providing the following 
accelerated schedule: 


Phase 1: Technical Coating Specifications 


The specification will be prepared within three weeks after Xcel Energy provides an 


b" authorization to proceed. 


Phase 2: Construction Support 


Phase 2 will be performed on an as needed basis and will support Xcel Energy's bidding 
schedule. 


Phase 3: Inspection Services 


Phase 3 will be performed in accordance with the painting schedule. 


Phase 4: Final Report Generation 


The final report will be submitted within three weeks after the completion of the project. 


SCHEDULE OF FEES 


KTA is proposing the scope detailed in Phases One and Two on a lump sum basis, with the 
scope of work of Phases 3 and 4 on a time and materials basis. Of course only the hours used on 
the project will be billed. All work would be accomplished in accordance with KTA-Tator, Inc. 
Standard Terms and Conditions. 
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a ion Phase 1: Coating Specific t' 


Technical Coatings Specifications ...... $3000.00 
........................... Environmental Specification (If necessary). $1500.00 


Phase 2: Construction Support 


The work will be billed in accordance with the rates identified below. We anticipate 
that 20 hours of Senior Consulting time will be required to complete this phase of the 
work. 


Hourly Rates 
Senior Coatings Consultant ....................................... $1 75 .OO/ho~u 


Expenses 
Expenses for Phase 2 will be invoiced at cost and will include one round trip flight, 
car rental etc. for attending the pre-bid meeting. Expenses are not expected to exceed 
$650.00. 


TOTAL COST PHASE 2.. ........................................................ .$4150.00 


Phase 3: Inspection Services 


The total cost of inspection will be based on the length of time required by the 
contractor to complete the work. Proposed costs will be based on an estimated job 
length of 7 weeks, working two, 12-hour shifts. One inspector will be sufficient to 
perform the necessary quality assurance oversight tasks during both shifts. At the 
completion of Phase 1 we can provide a more accurate estimate of schedule and 
inspection costs. Nevertheless, the work will be billed at the following rate. 


Hourly Rates 
Inspector 
............................................................................. 


Note: Overtime hours will be billed at $85.00/hour. 


Expenses 
Mobilization/Demobilization Costs and Per Diem will be required to staff this project. 
Mobilization/Demobilization Costs for the Inspector are estimated at $1,400.00. 
Housing and Per Diem will be billed at a rate of $125.00 per day, seven days per 
week. 


TOTAL COST PHASE 3.. ..................................................... .$49,805.00* 
IF *Only the inspection time required for the work will be billed.. 
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Administrative Support.. ........ 6 hrs @ $ 39.00lhr.. ................. $ 234.00 


Supplies.. .................................................................. $ 75.00 


TOTAL COST-PHASE 4.. .................................................................... 659.00 


PROPOSED PERSOIVNEL 


Mr. Ray Tombaugh, KTA's West Coast Senior Coatings Consultant, will be 
responsible for Phases 1 and 2 of the proposed scope of work. Mr. Tombaugh has over 20 years 
of cooling water piping, waterbox and tubesheet lininglcladding and penstock experience. He 
has been responsible for numerous power plants coating projects across the country ranging in 
cost from $300,000 to over $1,000,000. 


KTA will provide a NACE-certified Senior Coatings Inspectors to support Phase 3 of the 
proposed Scope of Work. 


We look forward to working with you and your firm and'should you have any questions 
or comments, please feel free to give me a call at 415-564-4397. I can also be reached by e-mail 
at rtombau~h@?~ta.com. 


Sincerely, 


KTA-TATOR, INC. 


Ray Tombaugh 


Ray Tombaugh 
Senior Consultant 


RTIRBR: am 
Attachments 


Authorization To Proceed 
KTA - Standard Terms and Conditions 
KTA - Standard Fee Schedule 
KTA - Standard Laboratory Fee Schedule 
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800.660.651 6 
818.840.1094 Fax 
http://www. kta.com 


clr 
e-mall ~nfo@kta com 


KTA-TAT0 R, I N%. 
1612 West Olive Street, Suite 303 
Burbank, CA 91506 


Xcel Energy hereby authorizes KTA-Tator, Inc. to proceed with the Scope of Services defined in 
KTA's Proposal Number PN050890Rl dated December 21,2006, and relating to Coating 
Consulting Engineering Services - Cabin Creek Penstock 


dF. Xcel Energy agrees that this work will be performed and payment will be provided for such 
services in accordance with KTA's Terms and Conditions, included as part of the 
aforementioned proposal. 


Signature 


Print Name 


Title 


Date 
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From: 
ent: 


ro: 
Subject: 


Melissa McCormick [mmccormick@kta.com] 
Wednesday, December 20,2006 9:41 AM 
brutherford@kta.com 
Fwd: Agreement for Cabin Creek Spec Phs 1 Developmnt 


FYI 


>X-WSS-I D: OJAJHZJ-02-MA6-01 
>X-Server-Uuid: 272E544C-1873-41 FB-95C5-3C4585F4D46F 
>Subject: Agreement for Cabin Creek Spec Phs 1 Developmnt 
>Date: Tue, 19 Dec 2006 14:21:21 -0700 
>X-MS-Has-Attach: 
>X-MS-TN EF-Correlator: 
>Thread-Topic: Agreement for Cabin Creek Spec Phs 1 Developmnt 
>Thread-Index: Accjs6DynQKfqmtdQImzYhETJdwrDQ== 
>From: "Beck, Rhonda" <rhonda.beck@xcelenergy.com> 
>To: "KTA Tator (E-mail)" <rtombaugh@kta.com>, 
> "KTA Tator-Contracts Adn- in (E-niail)" ~mmccormick@kta.com~ 
>cc: "Keahey Jr, John A <john.a. keahey@xcelenergy.com> 
>X-OriginalArrivalTime: 19 Dec 2006 21 :21:21.0893 (UTC) 
> FILETIME=[A17F2150:01 C723B31 
>X-TMWD-Spam-Summary: SEV=1 .I ; DFV=A2006121908; IFV=2.0.6,4.0-7; 
> RPD=4.00.0004; 


"CI - RPDID=303030312E30413031303230312E34353838353637422E303033302D412D; 
ENG=IBF; TS=20061219212125; CAT=NONE; CON=NONE; 


>X-MMS-Spam-Filter-ID: A2006121 908~4.00.0004~2.0.6.4.0-7 
>X-WSS-I D: 6996885B21G209135-01-01 
>X-RBL-Warning: WAVEFRONT: Message failed WAVEFRONT: 63. 
>X-Declude-ReflD: 
>X-Spam-Tests-Failed: MP-WB-IGNORE, WAVEFRONT, SPAM-NONE 
>X-Note: Mailprotector Spam Score: 0 
>X-Country-Chain: UNITED STATES->destination 
>X-Note: This E-mail was scanned for spam and viruses by MailProtector(r). 
>X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by kta.com id 
>kBLILX3Pt061 903 
> 
>I'm developing the Agreement for the Cabin Creek Penstk work. 
>I need your State of Incorporation. 
>Please provide your current Rate Schedule which will be incorporated in 
>the contract as Exh. D. 
>I will also need estimated manhours for Phase 1 for both the Technical 
>Coating Spec & the Environmental Spec (which can be combined as one 
>spec) 
> 
>Thank You, 
>Rhonda Beck, Sourcing Specialists 
SXcel Energy, Sourcing Services, Energy Supply TSB. 550 15th Street 


>Suite 1200 Denver, CO 80202 
>303-57 1-7703 
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>primary fax 303-571 -7779 
>secondary fax 303-571 -7933 
> 
~rhonda. beck@xcelenergy.com 
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Bruce Rutherford 
e 


From: Beck, Rhonda [rhonda.beck@xcelenergy.com] 


Sent: Thursday, January 11,2007 2:41 PM 


To: Bruce Rutherford 


Cc: Ray Tombaugh; Melissa McCormick 


Subject: RE: Proposal PN050890R1 -Coating Assessment and Engineering Services for Cabin Creek 
Penstock Re-Lining 


Thank you 


-----Original Message----- 
From: Bruce Rutherford [mailto:brutherford@kta.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2007 11:24 AM 
To: Beck, Rhonda 
Cc: 'Ray Tombaugh'; 'Melissa McCormick' 
Subject: Proposal PN050890Rl -Coating Assessment and Engineering Services for Cabin Creek Penstock 
Re-Lining 


Ms. Beck: 


The Phase 1 services for specification development were provided on a lump sum basis for Coatings & 
Environmental, Health & Safety as $3,000 & $1,500 respectively. If you would prefer KTA work on Time & 
Materials, the costs are estimated at 16 hours at $1 75.00 per hour for coatings specification development 


,- 
plus 5 hours of clerical time at $39.00 per hour, and 12 hours at $1 15.00 per hour with 3 hours clerical for 
the environmental specification. Generally, KTA provides clients specifications lump sum, independent of 
other services provided, however if you prefer, KTA will perform the services as noted above on a "not to 
exceed" basis. Please indicate your preference and we will revise our written proposal accordingly. 


We look forward to being of service on this project. If you should require further clarification or additional 
information, please do hesitate to contact me. 


Sincerely, 


Bruce Rutherford 
Operations Manager 
KTA-Tator, Inc. 
1 15 Technology Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15275 
41 2-788-1 300 ext. 137 
41 2-788-1 306 (fax) 
41 2-400-2754 (mobile) 
www. KTA.com 
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Beck, Rhonda, 03:37 PM 111712007, For your signature Cab Crk Liner PSA 


P X- WSS-ID: OJCl5AC-02-F6G-01 
X-Server-Uuid: 272E544C- 1873-4 I FB-95C5-334585F4D466 
Subject: For your signature Cab Crk Liner PSA 
Date: Wed, 17 Jan 2007 13:37:56 -0700 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X- MS- TNEF-Correlator: 
Thread-Topic: Cab Crk Liner Contract for Engrg Servcs Phs I 
Thread-Index: Acc6Uhte WD3ts 7kfT82g8mlqHQabZAA JLt6w 
From: 'Beck, Rhonda" ~rhonda. beck@xcelenergy. corn> 
To: "Melissa McCormick" ~mmccormick@kta.com~ 
cc: "Keahey Jr, John A " <john. a. keahey@xcelenergy. corn> 
X-OriginalA rrivalTime: I 7 Jan 2007 20:37:58.0249 (U TC) 
FILE TIME =[5F955590:0 1 C 73A 771 


X- WSS-ID: 69B056AC21G2512651-01-01 
X-Spam-Tests-Failed: MP-WB-IGNORE, SPAM-LO W 
X-Note: Mailprotector Spam Score: 0 
X-Country-Chain: UNITED STA TES->destination 
X-Note: This E-mail w s  scanned for spam and viruses by MailProtector(r). 


No need to mail. We prefer electronic copies. Attached is the final Agreement for your signature. 
Please return just the signed signature page by fax or scan & email. PO to follow 


Regards, 


P Rhonda Beck, Sourcing Specialists 
Xcel Energy, Sourcing Services, Energy Supply 
TSB. 550 15th Street Suite 1200 
Denver, CO 80202 
303-571-7703 
primary fax 303-571-7779 
secondary fax 303-571-7933 


rhonda. beck@xcelenergy. com 


-----Original Message----- 
From: Melissa McCormick [mailto:mm ccormick@kta. com J 
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2007 9: 10 AM 
To: Beck, Rhonda 
Subject: Re: Cab Crk Liner Contract for Engrg Servcs Phs I 


Thanks. Please send everything to my attention at: 


115 Technology Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15275 


P At 11:08 AM IM 712007, you wote: 
>I'll send you a clean copy in the contract for signature. Thank You for 


Printed for Melissa McCormick ~mmccormick@kta.com> 
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Beck, Rhonda, 03:37 PM I l l  712007, For your signature Cab Crk Liner PSA 


P >your cooperation. 
> 
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Melissa McCormick [mailto:mmccormick@kta.com J 
>Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2007 8:53 AM 
>To: Beck, Rhonda 
>Subject: Re: Xcel Legal response to KTA1s Exception to lndemf 
> 
> 
>We appreciate your nillingness to negotiate the language. Should ne 
>mark-up the terms accordingly or nil1 you be fonmrding a revised 
>set? Please let us know howyou muld like us to proceed. Thank you. 
> 
>Melissa McConnick 
>Contract Administrator 
>KTA-Tator, Inc. 
>412-788-1300, ext. 215 
> 
>At 05: 13 PM 1/16/2007, you wote: 
> 
> >For your consideration and acceptance-- 
> >Legal agreed to the proposed deletions, but, not to the proposed addition. 
> > - > >Regards, 
> BRhonda Beck, Sourcing Specialists 
> >Xcel Energy, Sourcing Services, Energy Supply 
> >TSB. 550 15th Street Suite 1200 
> >Denver, CO 80202 
> >303-577-7703 
> >primary fax 303-571-7779 
> >secondary fax 303-571-7933 
> > 
> > rhonda. beck@xcelenergy. com 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >-----Original Message----- 
> >From: Melissa McCormick [mailto:mmccormick@kta.com~ 
> >Sent: Friday, January 12, 2007 2:15 PM 
> >To: Beck, Rhonda 
> > Cc: brutherford@kta. com, 
> >Subject: RE: KTA Insurance Certificate 
> > 
> > 
> >Regarding the terms and conditions, our U n d e ~ i t e r  requires us to request 
> >the modification of Indemnification language to reflect claims that "to the 
> >extent directly" relate to the "negligent" actions of KTA during the 
> >performance of any scope of service. With this in mind, w once again 
> >respecffully request consideration of the folloning changes: 


Printed for Melissa McCormick ~mmccormick@kta.com> 2 
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Beck, Rhonda, 03:37 PM 111712007, For your signature Cab Crk Liner PSA 


,%-. > > 
> >27. Indemnification 
> > 
> >27.1 Add "to the extent directly" before "arising" and delete "or in any 
> > m y  connected lizith" in lines 5 and 13. 
> > 
> >On a separate note, KTA has not been required to develop a Subcontracting 
> >Plan to date but if this is a prerequisite for us performing w r k  for Xcel, 
> > w  W'II develop one accordingly. Please confirm that w are required to 
> >do so. 
> > 
> >Thank you for your attention to these issues. We look f o ~ r d  to hearing 
> >from you. 
> > 
> >Melissa McCormick 
> >412-788-1300, ext. 215 
> > 
> >At 02:31 PM 1/12/2007, you wote: 
> > >Received. Thanks 
> > > 
> > >-----Original Message----- 
> > >From: Melissa McCormick [mailto:mmccormick@kta.com/ 
> > >Sent: Friday, January 12, 2007 10:51 AM 


64, 
> > >To: Beck, Rhonda 
> > >Subject: KTA Insurance Certificate 
> > >  
> > >  
> > >Aftached for your use. Thanks. 
> > >  
> > >Melissa McCormick 
> > 


#- 
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Beck, Rhonda, 03:23 PM I l l  912007, RE: PO232656 has been issued for CC Penstk Coating 


P X- WSS-ID: OJC4TZZ-02- W3X-0 1 
X-Server-Uuid: 272E544C- 1873-41FB-95C5-3C4585F4D46F 
Subject: RE: PO232656 has been issued for CC Penstk Coating 
Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2007 13:23:56 -0700 
X-MS-Has-Attach: 
X-M S-TNEF-Correlator: 
Thread-Topic: PO232656 has been issued for CC Penstk Coating 
Thread-Index: Acc 8BaglRUH/KgRPR5y YZz WlZLlttQAAeu WQ 
From: "Beck, Rhonda" <rhonda. beck@xcelenergy. corn> 
To: "Melissa McCormick" ~mmccormick@kta.com~ 
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 19 Jan 2007 20:23:56.0382 (UTC) 
FlLETIME=[BE9ElFEO:OlC73C07] 


X-TM WD-Spam-Summary: SEV= 7.7; DFV=A2007077909; IFV=2.0.6,4.0-7; 
R PD =4.00.0004; 
RPDlD=303030312E30413031303230312E34354231323645302E303034322D412D; 
ENG=IBF; TS=20070119202400; CAT=NONE; CON=NONE; 


X-MMS-Spam-Filter-ID: A200701 1909-4.00.0004-2.0.6,4.0-7 
X- WSS-ID: 69AFF75621G2743425-01-01 
X-Declude-ReflD: 
X-Spam-Tests-Failed: MP- WB-IGNORE, SUBCHARS-50, SPAM-NONE 
X-Note: Mailprotector Spam Score: 20 
X-Country-Chain: UNITED STA TES->destination 
X-Note: This E-mail was scanned for spam and viruses by MailProtector(r). 


hs- 
X - M l M E _ - 4 u t o c ~ m s d ~ : f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e d - p r i n t a b l e  to 8bit by kta. com id IOJKdtU9082 155 


A/- 
---- ".___ - - 


-- -- 
/$lease ignore the boiler plate PO terms. They print out automatically, but do not appriG?'i-'3 < General Conditions are used. -.- ., -- -." ,,,' 


/.. - 
-.----.- /-'- 


- . . / . .  


-----Original Message----- 
From: Melissa McCormick [mailto:mmccormick@kta.com~ 
Sent: Friday, January 19, 2007 1:07 PM 
To: Beck, Rhonda 
Subject: Re: PO232656 has been issued for CC Penstk Coating 


Since ~ . f ?  just mrked out issues Mith terms and conditions in the Agreement, 
are me also being held to the additional terms on the P. 0 .  ? Please advise. 


At 02:21 PM 1/19/2007, you wote: 
>PO attached 
> 
> 
>For your files 
> 
>Regards, 
> Rhonda Beck, Sourcing Specialists 
>Xcel Energy, Sourcing Services, Energy Supply 


dJ- 
> TSB. 550 15th Street Suite 1200 
>Denver, CO 80202 
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Bruce Rutherford 
4- 


From: Max Nova [mnova@kta.com] 


Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2007 1 1 :44 AM 


To: 'Bruce Rutherford' 


Subject: FW: Change Order to Contract M232656 with Xcel Energy 


Bruce this is the confirmation to Ray that I signed and returned the change order. 


From: Max Nova [mailto:mnova@kta.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2007 3:24 PM 
To: 'Ray Tombaugh' 
Subject: RE: Change Order to Contract M232656 with Xcel Energy 


done. 


From: Ray Tombaugh [mailto:rtombaugh@kta.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2007 2:47 PM 
To: mnova@kta.com 
Subject: Fwd: Change Order to Contract M232656 with Xcel Energy 


X-WSS-ID: OJGASSZ-02-JMO-01 
Subject: Change Order to Contract M232656 with Xcel Energy 
Date: Tue, 10 Apr 2007 1359: 14 -0600 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
Thread-Topic: Change Order to Contract M232656 with Xcel Energy 
Thread-Index: Acd7qniE2yUzaG2BSHm8fksIcJHetQAAB7og 
From: "Stephenson, Neil L" <neil.l.stephenson@xcelenergy.com> 
To: <rtombaugh@kta.com> 
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 10 Apr 2007 1959: 14.0869 (UTC) FILETIME= 
[B706EE50:01 C77BAAI 
X-Declude-RefID: 
X-Spam-Tests-Failed: MP-WB-IGNORE, SPAM-LOW 
X-Note: Mailprotector Spam Score: 0 
X-Country-Chain: UNITED STATES->destination 
X-Note: This E-mail was scanned for sparn and viruses by MailProtector(r). 


On December 21,2006 you submitted to Xcel a four phase approach for Cabin Creek Coating Assessment and 
Engineering Services with Proposal PN050890Rl. 


On January 12,2007 Xcel created a contract covering Phase 1 of the project. Xcel is now ready to enter a 
change order for that contract to include Phases two through four (attached). It is understood that this change 
order is based upon hourly charges, however if costs exceed the estimated amounts; previous approval by The 
Xcel Project Manager, John Keahey, will be required. 


Please sign the attached Change Order and return to me at your earliest possible convenience. 
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Neil Stephenson 


Project Specialist, Xcel Energy Services 


Phone (303) 571-7749 Fax (612) 573-7933 


neil.L.stephenson@xcelenergy.com 


<<KTA CO# 1 .doc>> 


Raymond S. Tombaugh 
Senior Consultant 
KTA-Tator, Inc. 
524 Roosevelt Way, San Francisco, CA 941 14 
Phone: 415-564-4397 FAX: 415-564-4358 cell: 415-515-4892 
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@, XcerEnegy Purchase Order 
Mail Invoice To: Purchase Order ,: M232656 
Public Service Company of Colorado Deliver By 
d/b/a Xcel Energy Blanket 
Cabin Creek Hydro Plant Governed By PSA dated 1-1 2-07 
PO Box 575 Printed : 19-Jan-07 
Georgetown, CO 80444 US Page : Page 1 of 3 
ATTN: Bruce Cotie 


ATTENTION: FAILURE TO COMPLY WILL DELAY PAYMENT 


To ensure prompt processing of your invoice you MUST follow 
themMail Invoice To" instructions stated in the Purchase Order header above. 


All invoices must include the complete Purchase Order number exactly 
as it appears above, including the "M" 


Description: Cab~n Creek - K I A  lator, tngineering Services for Penstock Coating-Relining I 


Name : Beck, Rhonda 
Title : 
Phone: 
Email : rhonda.beck@xcelenergy.com 


Primary Ship To: Payment Terms: 0%10 NET 30 
Xcel Energy - Cabin Creek Hydro Plant Freight Terms: 
51 67 Guanella Pass Road Special Handling: 
Georgetown, CO 80438 US Carrier Name: VENDOR 
ATTN: Bruce Cotie F.O.B.: Destination 


ERS: N 


Fax : 


Please Direct Inquiries to : 


KTATATOR INC 
1612 WEST OLIVE AVENUE STE 303 
BURBANK, CA 91506 US 


Vendor : 


Header Notes and Attachment Titles - Text at End 
- 


Line Quantity Unit of Purchase Xcel Item Number Unit Price Extension 


1 1 JOB N/A $4,500.000000 $4,500.00 


Description: Phase 1 develop engrg specificafions for penstk relining All Work shall be in 
accordance with the PSA dated 1-1 2-07.Phase 1 Engineering Services- Tech Spec Development 


4- 
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@, xcel~negy- Purchase Order 
Mail Invoice To: Purchase Order,: M232656 
Public Service Company of Colorado Deliver By 
dlbla Xcel Energy Blanket 
Cabin Creek Hydro Plant Governed By : PSA dated 1-1 2-07 
PO Box 575 Printed : 19-Jan-07 
Georgetown, CO 80444 US Page : Page 2 of 3 
ATTN: Bruce Cotie 


Purchase Order Total Amount 


PRETAX TOTAL: $4,500.00 


TAX TOTAL : $0.00 


TOTAL COST : $4,500.00 


1 AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE 


Additional Instructions and Notes 


Applicable Attachments Follow 


* * * End of Purchase Order * * * 
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From: Keahey Jr, John A <john.a.keahey@xcelenergy.com> 


Monday, March 12, 2007 9:32 AM Sent: 
To: Witt, James K <tb942@energy.com>; Watts, Debbie <t5639@energy.com>; Moore, 


Cindy <t3744@energy.com>; Hellner, Richard L <t4087@energy.com>; Schmitz, 
Joseph S <tb811@energy.com>; Cotie, Bruce E <cttb02@energy.com>; Rudolph, 
Richard M <w76289@energy.com> 


Cc: Stephenson, Neil L <stpn02@energy.com> 


SUbject: FW: Cabin Creek Penstock Reline Spec 


Attach: Excel Cabin Creek Spec .. doc 


All; 
I am resending the rough draft specification for the penstock liner. I have fixed several minor typos. 
Please color comments in the text, return, and I will transfer to the master specification. I would like 
to get all reviews back by 16 March so they can be forwarded to KTA-Tator. 


The following is some of my observations for discussion: 


• The dewatering internally and externally generated seepage will be discussed in a separate 
Scope of Work attachment to the Proposal. Presently, the lining contractor will be required to 
provide a water diversion at the steel and concrete interface. This water will be drained through 
the two existing exterior 4 inch diameter drains and an extra interior drain located at the dam 
invert. The contractor will be required to discuss logistics related to the dam and drains. 


• In the section related to ventilation, is a discussion of natural draft in the penstock necessary? 
What are the implications here? 


• Presently, Xcel is to take ownership of the blast media. Please provide what is expected of the 
Contractor. 


• The construction of a second access opening in the penstock will be discussed under a 
separate Scope of Work attachment to the Proposal. Presently, the contractor is responsible 
for cutting and welding the access plate opening under Xcel guild lines. 


• The specification discusses one and three year lining inspections. I am assuming that this is in 
place of any warranty or guarantee. Bruce- I would like to have some guidance here on what 
you would like to have. 


• A complete separate section on Safety will be provided in the Proposal. It will include the 
Hazard Assessment that has already been generated. 


thanks 
johnk 
-----Original Message-----
From: Ray Tombaugh [mailto:rtombaugh@kta.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07/ 20074:31 PM 
To: Keahey Jrt John A 
Subject: Re: Cabin Creek Penstock Reline Spec 


John 


Attached please find a copy of the specification that we prepared for you. Please review and provide us with 
any comments or questions. We will be happy to provide a quick tum around of comment resolutions. 


Again sorry for the delay in getting the spec out to you. 


Ray 


psco-cc 10833 
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EXCEL ENERGY 


SURFACE PREPARATION AND REPAINTING OF INTERIOR OF THE CABIN 
CREEK PENSTOCK 


PART 1.0 - GENERAL 


1.01 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 


A. This section provides the material and workmanship requirements for the total 
removal of existing coatings by pressure water cleaning / dry abrasive blast 
cleaning and the application of a new long-lasting protective coating system to the 
interior steel surfaces of the Cabin Creek Penstock owned by Excel Energy. 


B. All interior exposed steel surfaces of the penstock shall be near-white abrasive 
blast cleaned and coated with high solids epoxy coating system or a high solids 
polyurethane elastomeric system. 


C. All coating work, including the surface preparation and coating application, shall 
be accomplished by personnel employed by the Contractor under agreement with 
the Owner to perform the work specified herein. The Contractor shall not 
subcontract any portion of the surface preparation and/or coating application. 


D. The term "Engineer" or "Owner" as used throughout this Section represents the 
Excel Energy, or their authorized representative. 


1.02 BACKGROUND 


A. The Cabin Creek Penstock has been in service since 1967 and is 4,163' in length from 
the intake at the bottom of the upper reservoir to the bifurcation. The top 20 feet of 
the power tunnel is 15 feet in diameter and is a vertical shaft. The vertical shaft 
transitions into a 55-degree sloped section that is 1020 feet long. This portion of the 
penstock is 15-feet in diameter. After this section the tunnel bends into a 14'-6" 
horseshoe-shaped section that extends for 1563 feet at a 10-degree slope. All of these 
sections are concrete lined. 


B. Beyond the concrete lined sections the tunnel is a welded, lined steel pipe and is 12 
feet in diameter. This section is 1560 feet long. The lined steel pipe is to be abrasive 
blast cleaned and recoated. 


C. The existing coating applied to the steel sections of the penstock is a coal tar epoxy 
that is experiencing flaking, blistering and checking. Numerous areas of rusting and 
shallow pitting are also present. 


Page 1 
Coatmg SectIOn Cabm Creek Penstock February 2007 
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3.0 Contractors  


3.1 RPI Coating, Inc. 


Xcel selected RPI Coating, Inc. (RPI), a commercial painting and coating company headquartered in 


Santa Fe Springs, California, to remove the old liner from the steel portions of the Cabin Creek penstock 


and apply the new epoxy (for additional information on the selection process, see Sections 4.1.2 and 8.0). 


RPI, which operated as Robison-Prezioso, Inc. until 2007, was ranked the nation's seventh-largest 


specialty paint company based on revenues in 2005, according to the Engineering News-Record (2005). 


At the time of the incident, RPI had approximately 275 employees and more than 13.5 million in annual 


sales. 


Prior to this incident, when RPI was still Robison-Prezioso, federal and state OSHA had inspected the 


company 46 times since 1972. Of these inspections, 31 had been initiated due to a complaint, referral, or 


accident; 90 violations were issued with fines totaling $135,569. Some violations were issued after 


accidents that had resulted in serious injuries and/or fatalities to employees (Appendix B).  


3.2 KTA-Tator, Inc. 


Xcel hired KTA-Tator, Inc. (KTA), a 250-employee consulting/engineering firm, for several work tasks 


associated with the penstock project. These tasks included writing the technical specifications for the 


application of the new epoxy coating in the penstock, assisting in the selection of the coatings contractor 


by reviewing and evaluating submitted bids, helping resolve technical issues arising from application of 


the coating, and performing periodic quality control checks to ensure proper old coating removal and new 


coating application.
15


   


                                                      


 


15
 The first three tasks were completed by a KTA chemical engineer specializing in coatings applications in the 


water and power industries; the fourth was performed by a KTA coatings inspector certified by the National 


Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE). 
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blasting medium was vacuumed up and removed from the penstock. An Xcel worker entered the penstock 


during this period on two occasions to weld weep holes to stop leaks.
18


  


4.1.6 Additional Evaluations and Inspections of the Penstock Work Space 


On September 22, KTA conducted its own initial pre-job hazard assessment of the penstock. In this 


assessment, the KTA inspector noted that the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) for all coatings and 


solvents to be used in the project were available and would be reviewed relative to personal protective 


equipment (PPE) and respiratory protection needs, and that the contractor and Xcel project manager were 


told about this review. In the assessment, the use of solvents was once again identified when the need for 


eye protection was pinpointed due to the use of ―solvents, paints, abrasives, etc.‖ According to the 


assessment document, the project manager was to be advised on the use of solvent. 


In this same inspection, the KTA inspector also indicated that the project would require workers to enter a 


work area classified as a permit-required confined space. By delineating the space as such, several 


requirements were outlined to be followed, including review entry procedures and entry permit, verify 


that air monitoring is performed prior to and during entry, verify that an attendant is present and rescue 


equipment is onsite, and use respiratory protection in accordance with controlling employer‘s entry 


procedures. Despite these requirements, entry procedures were not developed and the required daily 


permits were incomplete and lacking detail pertaining to the hazards of the day‘s work activities. Air 


monitoring was performed almost exclusively at the entrance, about 1,450 feet (442 meters) away from 


the actual work area within the penstock. Finally, rescue equipment was not available and ready for use 


onsite throughout the project or on the day of the incident. 


Two days later, on September 26, the KTA inspector conducted an inspection of the penstock interior, 


indicating in his documentation that thinner would be used as part of the coating materials‘ mixing and 


                                                      


 


18
 Neither Xcel Energy nor RPI could provide copies of hot work permits for this welding work to the CSB.  
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pre-application process. Thinner/solvent was required to be run through the sprayer system equipment 


(including hoses, nozzles, and the sprayer itself) prior to the introduction of the epoxy components. This 


step ensured that the machine was completely free of all residue or contaminants prior to usage for actual 


spraying.
19


  


On October 1, an Xcel safety consultant inspected RPI employees working in the penstock, but noted no 


unsatisfactory conditions. 


Sandblasting activities, including hand-sanding and grinding of the walls, were completed on the morning 


of October 2, and 13 RPI crew members
20


 began preparing the penstock interior for the new coating. No 


reevaluation of the safety hazards was held that morning to specifically assess new risks that could be 


associated with the change in planned work activities from sandblasting to epoxy coating application, nor 


were special precautions taken within the work environment beyond those put in place prior to the start of 


the sandblasting operation.  


4.1.7 Staging Equipment and Coating Materials 


The sprayer, a plural component (two-part) epoxy spraying system manufactured by Graco, is typically 


used in industrial epoxy application projects (Figure 5).  


                                                      


 


19
 In the September 26, 2007, KTA Inspection Report, ―Task Summary: Coating Observation Hold Points,‖ the 


inspector indicates that thinner would not be used in any ratio with the paint during either the first or second coat 


of paint. More traditional types of paint require a thinner or solvent to adjust the viscosity of the paint for proper 


application. However, the Duromar HPL-2510 two-part epoxy selected as the paint for the penstock interior did 


not require thinner to be added, as the two parts of the epoxy themselves are mixed according to a specific ratio of 


hardener to base. While a thinner or solvent was unnecessary for the actual paint mixture to be applied to the 


penstock interior, the solvent was needed to flush the sprayer system and clean equipment prior to and throughout 


the spraying process to keep the machine running smoothly for proper application of the two-part epoxy.  
20


 One of the 14 contractors left the site prior to October 2
nd


 for personal reasons.  
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to the discharge of the pump.
23


 This full flushing process ensures that all foreign matter, debris, and 


leftover epoxy products are completely removed from the equipment before new epoxy products are 


introduced.   


MEK is highly flammable and can produce hazardous atmospheres with air and be ignited under almost 


all ambient temperature conditions (NIOSH, 1998; NFPA 2007b, Table 6.2) (Section 6.5.1 details the 


hazards of MEK). 


On October 2, after this flushing process was completed, the open buckets of used MEK were kept within 


the sprayer area for future use. Immediately prior to the incident, at least eight buckets of epoxy and three 


buckets [about 11-12 gallons (42-45 liters)] of MEK were on the stage. One of these buckets was a 5-


gallon (19 liters) pail that sat open underneath the solvent pump on the back side of the sprayer. A 


halogen lamp sat on top of the pumps, projecting light onto the hoppers. In addition, more than 95 plastic 


buckets of base and hardener epoxy products were distributed throughout the penstock (Appendix C 


provides an inventory of epoxy and solvent within the penstock at the time of the incident). 


The KTA inspector and RPI general foreman examined the penstock work area and determined that the 


contractors could begin applying epoxy. The inspector and general foreman then left the site for lunch at 


about 1:10 pm, while the other 12 RPI workers remained at the site, 11 of whom continued working 


within the penstock.
24


  


4.1.9 Epoxy Coating Application Problems 


The application process did not go smoothly, and solvent (MEK) had to be used several times to flush out 


the equipment. Eyewitnesses reported that the sprayer was not flowing accurate hardener-to-base ratios 


                                                      


 


23
 This preparatory cleaning of the equipment is discussed in the Duromar epoxy application guide and the Graco 


sprayer manual as normal practice during general commercial or industrial painting prior to introducing epoxy into 


the sprayer system.  
24


 The twelfth contractor was the attendant stationed at the access door. 
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Creek County Emergency Services
27


 to respond to the Cabin Creek site, indicating that there was a fire on 


the ―surface deck.‖ 


The RPI worker also called the company corporate office to notify management of the emergency. He 


then went back to the access door of the penstock and found that the RPI general foreman and KTA 


inspector had arrived. 


During this time the trapped workers used a radio to remain in communication with the crew that 


escaped.
28


 


4.3.3 Emergency Responders Arrive 


Upon arriving at the Cabin Creek site, emergency responders established an Incident Command structure. 


At 2:11 p.m., the first Clear Creek County Sheriff‘s officers arrived on the scene, followed shortly by a 


volunteer paramedic and firefighter from the Clear Creek County Fire Authority (CCFA). These 


responders saw no signs of a surface fire when they arrived. Xcel and RPI employees quickly informed 


them that the fire was inside the penstock and that several workers were trapped. At 2:20 p.m., the 9-1-1 


center broadcast an update indicating that the fire was 1,000 feet (305 meters) inside the penstock tunnel 


and below ground. The message also informed responders that they would need 1,000 feet (305 meters) of 


hose and the equipment necessary to fight an underground fire.  


The CCFA responders lacked the necessary equipment and resources to safely enter the penstock; they 


were also concerned that they lacked the appropriate training to perform rescue within the confined space. 


                                                      


 


27
 Clear Creek Fire Authority (CCFA) is a consolidated fire protection and emergency service agency serving the 


municipalities of Empire, Georgetown, Idaho Springs, and Silver Plume, and the unincorporated lands of Clear 


Creek County previously represented by the Clear Creek Emergency Services District (ESD). CCFA‘s territory 


includes I-70 (Colorado‘s primary east-west transportation corridor); Clear Creek (a rafting river); four 14,000-


foot (4,300 meters) peaks; two ski areas; several hundred abandoned mines; and residential and business districts. 


(Colorado Division of Emergency Management, http://dola.colorado.gov/dem/operations/operations.htm, accessed 


July 30, 2010). 
28


 The CSB determined this timeline by correlating events discussed in interviews with security video footage of the 


area outside the penstock. 
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than 60 ºF (16 ºC). However, in the week leading up the incident, ambient temperatures averaged 58 ºF 


(14 ºC), and on October 2, the KTA inspector recorded the interior surface temperature of the penstock as 


54 ºF (12 ºC). The General Application Guidelines for the epoxy, also included in the bid package, 


indicate that the base and hardener components be stored in ―a warm area where the temperature remains 


between 60-90 ºF (16-32 ºC). Cold products are very viscous and will be very difficult to mix and apply.‖ 


While the epoxy components were initially stored in a heated trailer, more than 95 buckets of epoxy were 


brought into the penstock and staged in groups along 1,450 feet (442 meters) of the penstock‘s cold steel 


floor.  


The RPI work crew reported that the sprayer was having trouble heating the cold material, particularly the 


base, due to its thickness and initial cold temperature. When mixing the two epoxy components together, 


the combined product should have been between 70-80 ºF (21-27 ºC). A RPI contractor taking 


temperature readings of the unmixed products within the hoppers with a laser gauge immediately prior to 


application stated that the temperature readings of the base that day reached no greater than ―45 º, 47 º.‖  


Furthermore, the sprayer had difficulties maintaining the required epoxy temperature for an extended 


period. When workers circulated the two epoxy components several times through each side of the 


sprayer and the attached heaters, the limited quantity of each component within the sprayer system was 


able to achieve the requisite temperature.
34


 However, after the heated components were sent to the mixing 


block for blending, additional (cold) epoxy had to be added to each hopper to keep the flow of combined 


product out of the spray wands consistent. But additional time was needed for the cold epoxy to circulate 


through the heaters to warm up to the appropriate application temperature. The CSB concluded that the 44 


feet (13 meters) of hose from the sprayer to the mixing block and the additional 40-60 feet (12-18 meters) 


of hose from the mixing block to the spray wands was too great a distance to maintain the requiste 


                                                      


 


34
 Testimony from an RPI crew member stated that the crew had to circulate the material multiple times to get the 


paint to the requisite temperature.  
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6.0 Confined Space  


The penstock recoating project was hazardous in that introducing and using flammable and toxic 


chemicals within a confined space presents numerous safety risks. The unique features of the penstock, 


including its extensive size and lack of a secondary point of egress, amplified the danger. Extensive and 


detailed pre-job safety planning was needed to evaluate and address the hazards inherent in this 


maintenance work.  


The CSB concluded that Xcel, RPI, and KTA initially recognized the Cabin Creek penstock as a permit-


required confined space, but did not treat it as such during the penstock project. As a result, the 


companies did not effectively coordinate and plan to control the hazards inherent in the recoating work. 


Nor did RPI re-evaluate the hazards when working conditions changed inside the penstock, such as the 


introduction of flammable MEK into the work area. Xcel‘s and RPI‘s lack of sufficient planning and 


coordination for the hazardous recoating work within the confined space was causal to the incident.  


6.1 Penstock is a Permit-Required Confined Space 


The Cabin Creek penstock is a permit-required confined space, as defined by OSHA: it is large enough 


and so configured that an employee can bodily enter and perform assigned work, it has limited or 


restricted means for entry or exit, and it is not designed for continuous human occupancy [29 CRF 


1910.146(b)]. The penstock‘s 12-foot (4-meter) diameter space is large enough for workers to enter and 


work inside; entry and exit are feasible only through the temporary 4 by 4-foot (1.2 by 1.2-meter) opening 


cut at the lower end and, when generating hydroelectric power, the penstock is full of flowing water. The 


penstock also meets an additional criterion: it ―contains or has the potential to contain a hazardous 


atmosphere,‖ making it not just a confined space, but a permit-required confined space [29 CRF 


1910.146(b)]. A hazardous atmosphere, as defined by the OSHA Permit-Required Confined Spaces 
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Rule,
41


 is one that may expose employees to the risk of death; incapacitation; impairment of ability to 


self-rescue; injury; or acute illness from flammable gas, vapor, or mist in excess of 10 percent of its lower 


flammability limit (LFL).
42


 OSHA requires employers to evaluate their workplace to determine if any 


confined spaces meet the criteria for a permit-required confined space [29 CFR 1910.146(c)(1)]. Despite 


initial recognition that the penstock was a permit-required confined space, neither Xcel nor RPI treated 


the penstock as a permit-required confined space while the recoating work was being conducted. 


6.1.1 Initial Evaluation of the Confined Space Indicated a Permit-Required 
Program was Necessary 


In early 2007, an Xcel safety consultant, at the request of the penstock recoating team, prepared the 


―Safety and Health Hazard Assessment Survey‖ for abrasive blasting inside the penstock, which lists 


confined space entry as one of the potential health hazards associated with the recoating work, in 


conjunction with applying epoxy or other surface coatings. The survey states that ―a confined space air 


monitor is required,‖ which is a key safety requisite in a permit-required confined space program. While 


this document was made part of the bid package and sent to potential contractors, Xcel did not implement 


a permit-required confined space program or issue permits for its personnel who entered the penstock on 


numerous occasions for inspection and maintenance.  


In addition, a KTA inspector completed a separate ―Initial Pre-Job Hazard Assessment,‖ which it 


submitted to Xcel on September 24, 2007, for abrasive blasting inside the penstock, explicitly indicating 


that the penstock was a permit-required confined space.   


                                                      


 


41
 In addition, the OSHA Permit-Required Confined Space rule states that  these risks follow from one or more of 


the following causes: (1) flammable gas, vapor, or mist in excess of 10 percent of its LFL; (2) airborne 


combustible dust in a concentration that meets or exceeds its LFL; (3) atmospheric oxygen concentration below 


19.5 percent or above 23.5 percent; and/or (4) atmospheric concentration that could result in employee exposure in 


excess of its dose or permissible exposure limit. 
42


 The terms LEL and lower flammability limit (LFL) have different definitions but are commonly used 


interchangeably. This report uses LEL except where citing other sources that use LFL in their standard or 


regulation. The OSHA Permit-Required Confined Space Standard 29 CFR 1910.146 uses the term LFL in its 


provisions. 
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RPI wrote a number of partially completed confined space permits with air monitoring logs between 


September 11 and October 2, 2007, where the crew indicated that continuous air monitoring was required 


inside the penstock—another element of a permit-required confined space program.
43,44


  


Although Xcel, RPI, and KTA acknowledged that elements of a permit-required space were necessary for 


the penstock work, the companies did not take the steps necessary – and required by OSHA – to manage 


the risks inherent in the space.  


6.1.2 The Known Work Activities in the Penstock Necessitated a Permit-
Required Confined Space Program 


The potential atmospheric hazards related to future work activities in the penstock known to Xcel and RPI 


during the early stages of the penstock recoating project should have triggered the application of a permit-


required confined space program. These potential atmospheric hazards in the confined space included  


 High carbon monoxide (CO) levels that caused air monitors to alarm and required the 


penstock to be briefly evacuated; 


 Fumes created from welding conducted inside the penstock by an Xcel employee on two 


occasions; 


 Irritating dust and breathing hazards created by abrasive blasting; and  


 Flammable vapors generated while using MEK to flush and clean the sprayer.  


                                                      


 


43
 The logs typically listed only the gas detector readings for oxygen written on a page taken from RPI‘s multipage 


confined space permit form.  No other pages of the permit form were completed  
44


 Even number of the unsuccessful bidders for the penstock recoating project identified the penstock as a permit-


required confined space in their submissions to Xcel. A proposal from a prospective bidder on the recoating 


project stated that the penstock would be considered a permit-required confined space when certain activities were 


undertaken, such as abrasive blasting, abrasive cleanup, and epoxy application.  
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6.1.3 Permit-Required Confined Space Inadequately Declassified 


Once work began at Cabin Creek, Xcel, RPI, and KTA treated the penstock as a non-permit-required 


space; however, the companies did not take the OSHA-required steps to formally declassify the penstock 


to a non-permit confined space. Indeed, had they taken the requisite steps to attempt to declassify the 


penstock, they would have determined that the penstock space could not have been safely declassified. 


OSHA‘s Permit-Required Confined Spaces Rule states that if an employer wishes to reclassify a permit-


required confined space as a non-permit confined space, the employer must develop monitoring and 


inspection data demonstrating that the space poses no actual or potential atmospheric hazards, and this 


data must be documented by the employer [29 CFR 1910.146(c)(7), 1910.146(c)(7)(i), 


1910.146(c)(5)(i)(F)]. Additionally, the employer is required to ―document the basis for determining that 


all hazards in a permit space have been eliminated, through a certification that contains the date, the 


location of the space, and the signature of the person making the determination‖ [29 CFR 


1910.146(c)(7)(iii)]. Neither RPI nor Xcel provided the CSB with a documented basis for declassifying 


the penstock space as non-permit required. 


More important, the penstock‘s unique size – more than 4,000 feet (1200 meters) long – makes it an 


exception in the Permit-Required Confined Spaces Rule for declassifying a space. The rule states that ―if 


isolation of the space is infeasible because the space is large or part of a continuous system (such as a 


sewer), pre-entry testing shall be performed to the extent feasible before entry is authorized and, if entry 


is authorized, entry conditions shall be continuously monitored in the areas where authorized entrants are 


working‖ [29 CFR 1910.146(d)(5)(i)]. The American Public Power Association (APPA), an industry 


organization for public utilities – of which Xcel is not – instructs its member organizations as follows: ―If 


a hazard increasing work activity is to take place in a confined space (i.e., welding, painting, working 
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with solvents and epoxy), the air in the space shall be continuously tested for the presence of flammable 


or toxic gases and vapors or insufficient oxygen‖ (APPA, 2007).
45


  


The expansive size of the penstock required continuous monitoring at the location of the work, which at 


the time of the incident was 1,450 feet (442 meters) from the access door; this continuous monitoring 


within the penstock was not being performed by the RPI crew, the KTA inspector, or any Xcel personnel. 


The penstock‘s large size and the companies‘ lack of documented basis for declassifying the space require 


it to be treated as a permit-required confined space. 


6.2 Lack of Pre-Job Safety Planning for Hazards  


Despite a lengthy period of over one year devoted to pre-job safety planning for the recoating project of 


the Cabin Creek penstock, the CSB noted that serious hazards identified by the Xcel recoating project 


team and RPI management were not addressed before work began (Section 4.1). 


In early 2007, Xcel completed the ―Safety and Health Hazard Assessment Survey‖ for the recoating 


project; however, this assessment was incomplete, as it considered only the high pressure abrasive 


blasting work, not the recoating of the penstock interior (Section 4.1.1). As a result, the fire potential due 


to the use of solvents within the confined space of the penstock was not evaluated.  


As an experienced contractor and the seventh-largest specialty paint company in 2005, RPI would be 


reasonably expected to understand the need for safety during relining operations in confined spaces 


(Engineering News-Record, 2005). Indeed, documents from the RPI bid and safety program reveal that 


the company was aware of the potential hazards posed by the penstock itself and those created when 


performing spraying operations inside it. The RPI bid contained several references to prior projects where 


similar safety issues to that of the penstock were encountered, including limited access in confined spaces 


                                                      


 


45
 Although APPA is an industry association for public utilities, which Xcel is not, the good practice guidance 


APPA publishes is useful to both public and private utility groups.  
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that created ―inherent risks.‖ RPI stated in its bid submission to Xcel that it handled these risks by 


providing training; confined space watch personnel; and emergency equipment, such as breathing 


apparatus and extraction devices. Whether these safety actions were actually implemented in the prior 


projects is unclear; however, that RPI listed them as precautionary steps taken in previous projects speaks 


to the company‘s familiarity with managing the hazards. Yet, training was less than adequate (Section 


9.0), and no emergency breathing apparatuses were provided to the work crew at the penstock.  


A KTA project engineer sent a review of RPI submittals
46


 for the penstock recoating project to the Xcel 


Reline Project Team Leader. The RPI coating application plan clearly states that the sprayer would be 


brought inside the penstock. The product-specific application procedures for the epoxy describe the short 


working time after the base and hardener are mixed and the need to flush the sprayer with a solvent before 


introducing the epoxy into the system and to clear any blockages as necessary in the spraying equipment 


during use. Based on his review, the KTA project engineer recommended including eight additions and 


clarifications to the contract between Xcel and RPI, three of which had safety implications.
47


 Yet the 


project engineer made no recommendations to Xcel concerning safeguards that would need to be 


employed if flammable solvents were used to flush the sprayer inside the penstock (such as ventilation 


and explosion-proof lights), nor did he provide recommendations for use of safer (e.g., nonflammable) 


solvents for flushing the sprayer. Xcel also had its own employees review the RPI bid submission 


documentation, but no actions were taken to manage the hazards associated with using flammables within 


a confined space. 


                                                      


 


46
 KTA reviewed a number of RPI‘s bid documents, including a surface preparation and coating application plan, a 


project schedule, product-specific application procedures, and product data sheets for the two-part epoxy material. 
47


 The three additions that had potential safety implications were the need (1) for adequate heating inside the 


penstock, (2) to ensure the bulkheads were fitted with manways, and (3) to install strung lighting supplemented 


with spotlights. 
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location of air monitoring can significantly impact a worker‘s ability to determine if a flammable 


atmosphere exists. Additionally, the sampling procedures should address if continuous atmospheric 


testing is necessary. Criteria for determining this need includes work spaces with the potential for changes 


in work activities that ―may affect the composition, concentration, flow rate or volume, pressure and/or 


temperature of flammable liquids, vapors or gases‖ or changes in ―ambient conditions such as 


temperature, wind direction and wind speed‖ (Levine, 2004, p.36). Both of these factors were present in 


the penstock recoating work environment the day of the incident.  


However, interviews with surviving RPI employees revealed that the atmosphere was not monitored 


continuously in the work area inside the penstock. Instead, readings were taken only two to three times 


per day at the penstock entrance by the RPI attendant, which did not meet the OSHA Permit-Required 


Confined Spaces Rule requirement for continuous monitoring of entry conditions in the areas where 


authorized entrants are working if the permit space is large, or part of a continuous system, and where 


isolating the space is infeasible [29 CFR 1910.146(d)(5)(i)]. While this monitoring requirement is related 


to the size of the space and not to the specific hazard of using a flammable solvent in the confined space, 


RPI was nonetheless required to continuously monitor the work area in the penstock.
48


  


6.4 No Evaluation of Hazards When Conditions Changed 


When work conditions inside the penstock changed from blasting to recoating, Xcel or RPI should have 


re-examined the space for new hazards, as per the OSHA Permit-Required Confined Spaces Rule.
49


 As 


listed in 6.1.2, the CSB noted that RPI workers experienced a number of potential hazardous atmospheric 


                                                      


 


48
 Post-incident, OSHA issued a willful violation to RPI Coating ($63,000 proposed penalty) [OSHA, March 21, 


2008, inspection 310470034, citation 2(9)] and serious violations to both Xcel and KTA ($4,500 proposed 


penalties, each) [OSHA, March 21, 2008, inspection 310470059, citation 1(9) and inspection 310470083, citation 


1(6), respectively] for not continuously monitoring the air during the penstock recoating project.  
49


 The Rule states: ―When there are changes in the use or configuration of a non-permit confined space that might 


increase the hazards to entrants, the employer shall reevaluate that space and, if necessary, reclassify it as a permit-


required confined space‖ [29 CFR 1910.146(c)(6)] and certify it through the required documentation [29 CFR 


1910.146(c)(7)(iii)]. 
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Despite the warnings within the MSDSs about MEK‘s extreme flammability and RPI‘s own safety 


policies that require flammable liquids to be stored and handled in safety cans,
 59


  2- and 5-gallon (7.6 and 


19 liters) plastic buckets were used to transport and store MEK solvent in the penstock. One open 5-


gallon (19 liter) plastic bucket of MEK was placed under the solvent pump of the sprayer to supply 


solvent to the mixing block. After using MEK to clean out the spray wands, the 5-gallon (19 liters) plastic 


buckets of used solvent were left opened adjacent to the sprayer system instead of removed from the work 


area. Approximately 6 additional gallons (23 liters) of MEK were brought into the penstock in 2-gallon 


(7.6 liter) plastic buckets specifically to flush and clean the sprayer system immediately prior to the 


incident. Additionally, the MEK solvent was transferred from a 55-gallon (208 liter) drum in the storage 


trailer, hand-carried into the penstock, and stored in plastic buckets around the work area; these buckets 


were reportedly not covered when inside the penstock prior to and during the solvent cleaning process.  


6.5.1.1 Evidence that Xcel and RPI Knew that MEK would be Used 


While Xcel has disputed its knowledge of the use of MEK in the penstock recoating project, from the 


totality of evidence – including the fact that the Xcel project scheduler stated he was made aware that RPI 


would be using a ―ketone‖ during the recoating work – the CSB has concluded that Xcel was aware of the 


use of flammable solvent in the penstock, and that both companies were aware that MEK solvent would 


be used during the epoxy application process. 


Xcel sent all potential bidders for the penstock recoating project the document ―Surface Preparation and 


Repainting of Interior of the Cabin Creek Penstock‖ prepared by KTA and reviewed by a number of Xcel 


employees involved in the penstock project planning, which states that a solvent would be used within the 


                                                      


 


59
 RPI‘s ―Fire Protection and Prevention‖ policywithin its IIPP, as well as several others requires all flammable 


liquids to be stored and handled in safety cans. A safety can, as defined in the IIPP, is an approved container of not 


more than 5 gallons capacity, having a flash arresting screen, spring closing lid and spout cover.  
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8.1.2 RPI Safety Record “Not Acceptable,” but Allowed to Bid 


The top two evaluated proposals from the second round of bidding were from CCC and RPI.
81


 Xcel‘s 


project manager summarized the results of the proposal evaluations stating ―from a technical and quality 


perspective, Certified Coatings (CCC) is the best evaluated proposal. They are at least $500 k over 


budget. The second best evaluated proposal is Robinson-Prezioso (RPI). Their safety EMR is high[,] 


although their OSHA incident rate does not reflect a safety problem. Their proposal is very close to 


budgetary requirements.‖ The KTA consultant assisting Xcel stated that RPI‘s high EMR may have been 


the result of fatalities from their work on the ―recent Golden Gate bridge project.‖
82


 The RPI EMR was 


trending upward from 1.03 in 2005 to 1.28 in 2006; the contractor evaluation team was aware that under 


Xcel‘s policies, an EMR rate of 1.0 or above was unacceptable. In fact, the Xcel team gave RPI‘s 


proposal a safety rating of ―zero‖ in the evaluation process.  The RFP evaluation form the team used 


states that the rating of zero signifies that the bidder‘s proposal for that rating criterion ―does not meet 


minimum requirements [and means] automatic rejection.‖
83


  


RPI‘s penstock recoating proposal, however, was not rejected. The Cabin Creek plant manager concurred 


with the project manager: ―I agree with you that RPI be the one selected due to cost and the fact that they 


are qualified.‖ He recommended that the Xcel Colorado safety supervisor evaluate RPI‘s safety record 


and contact the contractor to discuss its EMR number. The project team asked the safety supervisor to 


investigate ―whether a pattern of negligence is evident for this company [RPI].‖ When the Xcel safety 


                                                      


 


81
 RPI‘s total score of the weighted rating elements was 4.3 with a technical ranking of 2.9; CCC‘s total score was 


4.25 with a technical ranking of 2.95. RPI‘s bid was slightly over $1.3 million and CCC‘s was $1.7 million, a 


difference of less than $400,000.  
82


 RPI had two fatality incidents during the Golden Gate retrofitting project. In September 2001, a passing motorist 


was killed by a falling scaffold. Then, in January 2002, an employee was crushed and four co-workers were 


injured when a platform buckled as it was being lowered onto a truck (Bjelland, S., et al., 11 Oct 2007). 
83


 The Cabin Creek recoating proposals were rated with a scoring system that ranged from 0-5, with ―0‖ representing 


the lowest score and defined on the scoring sheet as ―does not meet minimum requirements, automatic rejection.‖ 


The rating score of ―5‖ was defined as ―exceeds all requirements.‖ 
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APPENDIX A: INCIDENT TIMELINE 


Date Time Detail 


Summer 1964   
Construction of upper dam and reservoir underway, as part of the Cabin Creek 
Pumped Storage Hydroelectric Project. 


1967   Original coal tar-based epoxy coating applied in penstock.  


September 20, 2000 
- December 9, 2000 


  
Initial inspection and evaluation of the penstock determines that the internal epoxy 
coating of the steel-lined section shows signs of deterioration, including blistering and 
cracking.  


June 4, 2001   
Xcel internal report on the 2000 inspection states that corrective action to repair the 
areas of deterioration must be implemented to prevent continued corrosion and 
unacceptable pitting damage.  


September 25, 2001  Robison-Prezioso Bay Bridge project incident kills a private citizen. 


January 4, 2002  Robison-Prezioso Bay Bridge project employee fatality incident.  


2004   


Xcel hires a contractor to explore the possibility of creating a permanent access to 
penstock, but the project is rejected due to insufficient time to obtain FERC approval.  


RPI interstate Experience Modification Rate (EMR) is 0.93.  


~ October 2004   
A decision is made to recoat the penstock during the 2004 outage as a result of a 
metallurgist’s inspection, which notes that the interior liner is peeling up to the concrete 
section.  


2005   RPI interstate EMR is 1.03  


2006   
2006 SSPC audit finds that RPI has “No documentation of craft-worker assessment.”                                 


RPI interstate EMR is 1.28.  


January 3, 2006   
The KTA-Tator Coating inspection contractor submits proposal for the penstock 
recoating project to Xcel. 


November 1, 2006   Xcel reviews the existing penstock recoating plan.  


October 1, 2006   
Xcel conducts “Safety and Health Hazard Assessment Survey,” focusing on the 
abrasive blasting portion of the recoating project work, but not the risks of epoxy 
recoating work associated with using a solvent in a confined space.  


2007   
Robison-Prezioso, Inc. is renamed RPI Coating; the company is ranked the nation's 
seventh-largest specialty paint company based on revenues in 2005, according to 
Engineering News-Record. 
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January 16, 2007   
The KTA-Tator coating assessment contractor contracts with Xcel to inspect and report 
on the quality of RPI’s penstock re-coating work for 2007 penstock recoating project. 


January 17, 2007   
Xcel’s internal hazard assessment of the penstock re-lining project identifies the 
penstock as having a confined space hazard. 


Spring 2007  
An Xcel civil engineer identifies “major items of concern” with the penstock recoating 
project, including a lack of an alternative exit. 


April 2007   


Xcel issues an RFP to multiple vendors to recoat the penstock. Proposal asserts that 
an Xcel project manager will be fully integrated into the contractor’s safety program.  


Only one vendor meets criteria for successful completion of the job, but the vendor’s 
cost estimate exceeds Xcel’s anticipated budget. 


June 2007  
First bid submissions evaluated; one company meets criteria but cost estimate is 
$450,000 over Xcel’s estimated budget; Xcel resubmits the project for additional bids. 


July 11, 2007   
Clear Creek County Fire Authority conducts an emergency drill at the Cabin Creek 
facility, rehearsing a fire response to the power production office facility; this drill does 
not involve the penstock or a confined space rescue. 


Late July 2007  
RPI and one other company meet the criteria for consideration as the potential 
recoating contractor; although the competing bidder is more technically qualified and 
RPI Coating’s safety record is poor, RPI is selected due to cost. 


August 27, 2007   
RPI requests a copy of Xcel’s Cabin Creek site confined space procedures from the 
penstock recoating project team leader and the Xcel Cabin Creek plant manager. Plant 
manager states information will be covered in contractor orientation.  


Late August – mid 
September 2007 


  RPI contractors begin arriving at the Xcel Cabin Creek site. 


September 4, 2007   


KTA-Tator project engineer sends review of RPI coating application plan, project 
schedule, coating application procedures, and product data sheets for epoxy materials 
to the Xcel recoating project team leader. 


The Xcel project scheduler provides contractor orientation with an RPI foreman and five 
contractors (of the 14 RPI employees involved in the penstock work).The orientation 
form indicates that all contractors are trained for confined space entry and that MSDSs 
have been provided to Xcel plant management. RPI notifies the Xcel scheduler that the 
contractors will be using a “ketone” solvent to clean the sprayer inside the penstock. 


September 5, 2007   


Xcel and RPI Coating hold a “Preconstruction Meeting” where project-specific safety 
concerns are to be identified; however, the use of flammables within a confined space 
and the need for emergency response and rescue plans are not discussed.  


Xcel identifies RPI's high EMR rate during the meeting and requires RPI to take extra 
precautions and informs RPI that Xcel’s Stop Work Policy will be enforced during the 
penstock recoating project.  


September 4-9, 
2007 


  The upper reservoir is dewatered. 
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September 10, 2007   


An instructor from Southern California Painting and Drywall Industries (SCPDI) District 
36 Training Center conducts a six-hour safety refresher training session pertaining to 
OSHA-required topics at the Xcel Cabin Creek site for nine of the 14 RPI industrial 
painters at the request of RPI’s safety director. This training consists of watching safety 
videos on each topic and multiple-choice exams on the information; the training is 
general in nature and not tailored to all site-specific safety risks of the penstock work. 


September 11-
October 2, 2007 


  


A number of confined space entry permits and air monitoring logs are completed by 
RPI that indicate that continuous air monitoring is required inside the penstock.  


Logs reveal that KTA-Tator and Xcel employees entered the penstock on several 
occasions to inspect and/or review RPI Coating’s work progress. 


September 12, 2007  


110 gallons of MEK (two 55-gallon drums) delivered to Cabin Creek site. 


RPI conducted a test spray with the epoxy and MEK at Cabin Creek site; the Xcel 
principle engineer was present during this test spray.  


September 15, 2007   
RPI reports trouble with 480 volt power feed to equipment in the penstock. Xcel 
employees enter the penstock to troubleshoot the electrical equipment. Incorrect wiring 
is modified.  


September 16, 2007   


Entry into the penstock is delayed 2 hours due to high carbon monoxide (CO) levels.  


RPI experiences additional electrical service problems inside penstock.  


Foreman rewires an electrical spider box in the penstock for RPI Coating.  


September 19, 2007   
Xcel Cabin Creek personnel leave high bay fans on to ventilate errant CO from coming 
down penstock to hydroelectric plant’s substation lower level. 


September 21, 2007   


 


RPI Coating begins sandblasting inside the penstock; the company is 5 days behind its 
tight 10-week schedule. 


September 22, 2007   


The Xcel Penstock Reline Project Manager observes RPI Coating conducting abrasive 
blasting inside the penstock and notes: “Work conditions inside the penstock are highly 
hazardous on many levels. In the best of conditions, the coating removal is dirty, nasty 
work.”        


KTA-Tator conducts an initial pre-job hazard assessment of the penstock, noting that 
the MSDSs for all coatings and solvents used in the project are available. Inspector 
also notes that RPI and the Xcel penstock recoating project manager were advised on 
the MSDSs. 


September 26, 2007   


Xcel employees enter the penstock to perform welding on weep holes to stop leaks.                      


The KTA-Tator inspector conducts a “Task Summary: Coating Observation Hold 
Points” inspection of the penstock interior. Inspection identifies the use of thinner as 
part of the coating materials mixing and pre-application process, and documents the 
necessity of using thinner/solvent to flush the sprayer system equipment (including 
hoses, nozzles, and the sprayer itself). 
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October 1, 2007 8:00 AM 
Xcel personnel conduct a safety evaluation of RPI’s sandblasting work inside penstock; 
no unsatisfactory items are noted.  


 ~12:00 PM 
An Xcel welder enters with the RPI Coating foreman to begin welding around the 
leaking seep hole/cap in the penstock. The welder does not sign into the log book at 
the penstock’s entrance.  


October 2, 2007 Morning of  


Sand-blasting activities, including hand sanding and grinding of the walls, are 
completed. RPI employees began the preparatory steps for applying the new coating 
onto the penstock interior. No special precautions are taken beyond those in place prior 
to starting the sandblasting operation. 


  8:00 AM Xcel welder completes welding job around the leaking seep hole/cap in the penstock.  


  1:10 PM 


RPI project supervisor and KTA-Tator inspector leave for lunch. 


RPI employees continue attempts to apply epoxy to the first 12-15 feet of the 
penstock’s interior, but difficulties with the sprayer and epoxy mixture prevent 
satisfactory application. 


  ~1:55 PM 


A flash fire ignites at the sprayer in the immediate vicinity of the base hopper 
while the contractors flush the system with MEK solvent. This rapid fire catches 
one contractor’s sleeve on fire and quickly engulfs a number of buckets of 
solvent located on and around the scaffold of the epoxy sprayer.  


  1:59 PM 
A worker rapidly exits from the penstock access door and runs to notify the Xcel control 
board operator about the fire in the penstock. 


  ~2:00 PM 
The Xcel employees at upper reservoir mushroom hear a “whoosh,” followed by yelling, 
but what is being said is unintelligible.  


  2:03 PM 
Clear Creek County dispatch receives a 9-1-1 call from the Xcel control board operator 
regarding the fire and initiates emergency response. 


  2:11 PM 
The Clear Creek County Sheriff's officers’ response vehicle arrives at the Cabin Creek 
site. 


  2:20 PM 
Xcel operator log book documents: “Emergency services w/o confined space fire 
training arrived. They have summoned a Denver team."  


  2:22 PM Additional emergency responders from various districts/units arrive at Cabin Creek site. 


 2:25 PM West Metro Rescue asked to respond to Cabin Creek site. 


  2:30 PM 


An RPI contractor retrieves and gives the MSDSs to the Georgetown Police 
Department. 


Henderson Mine Rescue team asked to respond to Cabin Creek site. 


  ~2:45 PM 
Final radio communication from the trapped workers is received by emergency 
responders and co-workers. 
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Assuming that the electric heater for the base hopper on the sprayer was not operating and the 


temperature of the MEK was the same temperature as the penstock
122


 (approximately 47-53 °F or 8-12 


°C), the CSB determined that the hydrocarbon-air mixture in the region where the journeyman painter 


was holding the swivel connector was likely near its most easily ignitable composition (Appendix E). 


Once ignited, the brightest flame would have appeared in the bottom of the base hopper where the 


hydrocarbon-air mixture was optimal for combustion. Ignition inside the base hopper would have 


produced a rapid deflagration with an outwardly directed pressure wave, thus producing a ―fireball.‖ This 


scenario matches descriptions given by the workers who saw the initial flash. 


After the incident, the JIC swivel and the base hopper hose could not be located.  However, the fitting on 


the other end of the base hopper hose was still attached to the valve on the sprayer.  This fitting had an 


internal diameter of 0.117 inches (0.297 centimeters). In addition, remnants were found of an inner woven 


metal sheath that had belonged to the hose used to circulate MEK in the hardener hopper. The lack of a 


similar metal sheath on the base hopper hose led the CSB to conclude that the base hopper hose was most 


likely constructed from a non-conductive material, which was likely consumed by the fire. 


Based on testimonial evidence that the pump was being operated with an air supply pressure of 10-15 psig 


(0.7-1.0 barg) and using the performance curves for the 56:1 King piston pump supplied by the sprayer 


manufacturer, the CSB estimated a maximum liquid flow rate of 4-5 gallons (15-19 liters) per minute 


during circulation. The maximum flow velocity of MEK through the JIC swivel was then estimated to be 


12-16 feet (3.7-4.9 meters) per second. This estimate neglects the pressure drop from the King Pump to 


the JIC swivel connector outlet by extrapolating the pump curves to ambient pressure. Frictional losses 


would have occurred in the heater, the quarter-turn valve, piping, hoses, and the JIC swivel connector 


                                                      


 


122
 The air temperature inside the penstock was fairly constant, as demonstrated by daily temperature readings taken 


by the KTA-Tator inspector from the beginning of the project.  
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